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Foreword
The Leonardo Conferences on Earth’s Hydrological Cycle is a well-established
conference series of the European Geosciences Union (EGU) that focuses on topical questions related to water and its interactions with environment and society,
with particular attention for water resources management, flood risk mitigation
and environmental protection. After five conferences around the hydrological
dimensions of remote sensing (Frascati, 2009), catchments (Luxembourg, 2010),
floods (Bratislava, 2011), society and policy (Torino, 2012), and uncertainty
(Kos, 2013), the sixth conference held from 13-14 November 2014 in Prague
(Czech Republic) was dedicated again to a hydrological extreme: hydrological
drought within the various, connected components of the water cycle.
Under the title HYPER Droughts (Hydrological Precipitation – Evaporation
– Runoff Droughts), experts from a broad number of disciplines, including
surface- and groundwater hydrology, climatology and meteorology, (hydro-)ecology
and water quality, geography and history, wood science, water monitoring and
management, and environmental statistics, were brought together to compare
the current status of drought research in these disciplines, and to assess the implications of drought for water resources management.
The conference was organised around the following topics:
1. Drought governing processes including climate and catchment drivers
2. Indices and tools for monitoring and prediction
3. Regional modelling of low flows and droughts
4. Reconstruction of historic and prehistoric droughts (from modelling, documentary sources and other proxies, such as tree rings)
5. Hydrological change (climate change and human impacts)
6. Drought forecasting (meteorological, hydrological and agricultural perspectives)
7. Drought impacts (ecological and economic)
8. Implications for water management
This volume bundles the abstracts of 2 Leonardo lectures, 4 keynote lectures,
30 oral presentations and 39 poster presentations from over 31 countries which
reflect the international dimension of the low flow and drought topic. Our thanks
go to the organizing committee of the Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague,
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T. G. Masaryk Water Research Institute, p.r.i., Prague and the European Low
Flow and Drought group of the UNESCO FRIEND-Water program for making
this event possible.
We hope that the conference will stimulate international cooperation and
initiatives, crossing national boundaries and disciplines and, thereby, will contribute to a better assessment of our water resources under current, past and
future environmental conditions.

Gregor Laaha
Institute of Applied Statistics and Computing
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna (BOKU)
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The Venue of the Conference
The conference will take place at the Faculty of Environmental Sciences, Czech
University of Life Sciences Prague (FES). The FES is located in the CULS
Prague Campus. The campus is about 30 minutes from the city centre (using the Prague Public transportation). Further information about venue and
accommodation are available from: http://www.eguleonardo2014.com

Organization
– The official language of the conference is English.
– Sessions will be designed around the conference topics. Both oral and
poster presentations are welcome.
– A summary report of the main findings and recommendations from each
session will be given and discussed in a closing plenary session.
– Selected presentations will be considered for publication in an EGU journal
(special issue) following the conference.
– Participation/registration fee will be waived on request to speakers from
developing countries and students. Participants are expected to finance
their own travel and accommodation expenses.
– Option for project meetings before the conference (Wednesday), handled
on a first-come first-served basis.

Registration fees
Normal
Student (full)
Student (without dinner)
Developing countries (without dinner)

210
110
70
70

EUR
EUR
EUR
EUR

For speakers from developing countries, a waiver (0 EUR) may be offered on
request.
The (full) registration fees include:
– Admission to all congress sessions
– All congress materials
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– Daily coffee/tea breaks
– Lunches on November 13th , 14th
– Boat trip & Gala dinner on November 13th

Presentations
Oral Presentations
The speakers will have 15 min to present their paper, followed by 5 min of
questions. The presentations will be made in English. A detailed program
including titles of oral presentations is provided below.

Posters
Posters will be shown in a dedicated room on Thursday 13 and Wednesday 14
November.
Part of the presentations will take place in parallel sessions by topic, in two
rooms and will be organized as follows:
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Wednesday 12 November
19.00

Icebreaker
Thursday 13 November

Time

Room A

Room B

07.30–08.30

Registration

08.30–09.00

Opening session

09.00–09.30

Keynote: Anne van Loon

09.30–10.30

Plenary 1: Drought governing processes including
climate and catchment drivers

10.30–11.00

Coffee break

11.00–11.30

Keynote: Miroslav Trnka

11.40–12.40

Session 2A: Indices and tools
for monitoring and prediction

12.40–13.45

Lunch break

13.45–14.45

Session 3A: Reconstruction
of historic and prehistoric
droughts

14.45–15.15

Coffee break

15.15–15.45

Discussion 1

15.45–17.30

Poster session

18.30–

Boat trip & Gala dinner
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Session 2B: Drought governing processes including climate and catchment drivers

Session 3B: Indices and tools
for monitoring and prediction

Friday 14 November
Time

Room A

Room B

08.30–10.00

Plenary 4: Hydrological change (climate change
and human impacts)

08.30–09.00

Keynote: Christel Prudhomme

09.00–10.00

Oral presentations

10.10–11.10

Session
change

5A:

Hydrological

Session 5B: Regional modelling of low flows and
droughts

11.10–11.30

Coffee break

11.30–12.30

Session 6A: Drought forecasting

Session 6B: Drought impacts

12.30–13.30

Lunch break

13.30–14.45
13.35
14.15

Leonardo Lectures 2014
Lena M. Tallaksen (Norway)
Klaus Haslinger (Austria)

14.45–15.15

Coffee break

15.15–16.25
15.15
15.45

Plenary 7: Implications for water management)
Keynote: Mark Svoboda
Oral presentations

16.25–16.55

Discussion 2

16.55–17.00

Closing session
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International Scientific Committee
Gregor Laaha, BOKU University Vienna, Austria (Chairperson)
Mary-Jane Adler, National Institute of Hydrology and Water Management,
Romania
Günter Blöschl, Vienna University of Technology, Austria
Miriam Fendekova, Comenius University Bratislava, Slovakia
Jamie Hannaford, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Wallingford, UK
Claire Lang-Delus, University of Lorraine, France
Henny van Lanen, Wageningen University, the Netherlands
Anne van Loon, Wageningen University, the Netherlands
Alberto Montanari, University of Bologna, Italy
Pavel Pech, Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
Wolfgang Schöner, Central Institute of Meteorology and Geodynamics, Vienna, Austria
Sonia Seneviratne, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
Justin Sheffield, Princeton University, USA
Petr Sklenička, Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
Karsten Schulz, BOKU University Vienna, Austria
Kerstin Stahl, University of Freiburg, Germany
Lena Tallaksen, University Oslo, Norway
Jean-Philippe Vidal, Irstea (formerly Cemagref), France

Local Organizing Committee
Adam Vizina, T. G. Masaryk Water Research Institute, Prague (Chairperson)
Martin Hanel, T. G. Masaryk Water Research Institute, Prague
Jiřı́ Pavlásek, Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague
Petr Máca, Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague
Jan Daňhelka, Czech Hydrometeorological Institute
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Maps
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HYPER Droughts Conference Program
Wednesday, November 12th , 2014
19.00

Icebreaker

Thursday, November 13th , 2014
07.30–08.30

Registration

08.30–09.00

Opening session
Jan Daňhelka, Director of Department of hydrology, Czech
Hydrometeorological Institute
Mark Rieder, Director of T. G. Masaryk Water Research
Institute, p.r.i.
Gregor Laaha, EGU/HS

09.00–09.30

KEYNOTE: How to characterize hydrological drought
Anne F. van Loon

09.30–10.30

09.30–09.50

Plenary P1: Drought governing processes including
climate and catchment drivers
Chairperson: Gregor Laaha
Climate drivers of regional drought in Europe
James Howard Stagge, Daniel G. Kingston,
Merete Tallaksen, David M. Hannah

09.50–10.10

Lena

Sensitivity of stream flow droughts and water scarcity
events to ENSO driven inter-annual climate variability at
the global scale
Ted Veldkamp, Stephanie Eisner, Yoshihide Wada,
Jeroen Aerts, Philip Ward

10.10–10.30

Recharge scenarios to identify controls of catchments’ sensitivity to drought
Michael Stoelzle, Kerstin Stahl, Andreas Morhard,
Markus Weiler

10.30–11.00

Coffee break
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11.00–11.30

KEYNOTE: Integrated drought monitoring systems – a tool for drought research and practical
applications
Miroslav Trnka

11.40–12.40

Session 2A: Indices and tools for monitoring and
prediction
Chairperson: Kerstin Stahl

11.40–12.00

Characterisation of groundwater drought
John Bloomfield, Ben P. Marchant

12.00–12.20

An alternative definition and characterisation of drought
termination
Simon Parry, Christel Prudhomme, Robert Wilby, Paul
Wood

12.20–12.40

Linking drought indicators with impacts: Insights from a
case study in Germany and the UK
Sophie Bachmair, Kerstin Stahl, Jamie Hannaford,
Lucy J. Barker, Irene Kohn, Cecilia Svensson, Maliko
Tanguy

11.40–12.40

Session 2B: Drought governing processes including
climate and catchment drivers
Chairperson: Martin Hanel

11.40–12.00

Influence of seasonal snowpack on summer low flows
Michal Jenicek, Jan Seibert, Massimiliano Zappa, Maria
Staudinger, Tobias Jonas

12.00–12.20

Relationship between groundwater level and NDVI: summer drought development analysed by insitu and MODISderived data
Urszula Somorowska

12.20–12.40

Differentiating between influencing factors land use and climate to assess drought effects on groundwater recharge in
a temperate context
Boud Verbeiren, Marijke Huysmans, Sven Vanderhaegen, Frank Canters, Klaartje Verbeeck, Guy Engelen,
Ingrid Jacquemin, Bernard Tychon, George Tsakiris,
Harris Vangelis, Okke Batelaan
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12.40–13.45

Lunch break

13.45–14.45

Session 3A: Reconstruction of historic and prehistoric droughts
Chairperson: Jean-Philippe Vidal

13.45–14.05

Reconstruction of meteorological droughts in France since
1871 through the probabilistic downscaling of a global atmospheric reanalysis
Laurie Caillouet, Jean-Philippe Vidal, Eric Sauquet,
Muriel Haond

14.05–14.25

Tree rings as a tool for reconstructing historic droughts in
northeastern Austria
Sandra Karanitsch-Ackerl, Michael Grabner, Franz
Holawe, Gregor Laaha

14.25–14.45

Developing a multidisciplinary inventory of UK droughts
from the late 19th century
Jamie Hannaford, John Bloomfield, Ian Holman, Bettina Lange, Ralph Ledbetter, Mark McCarthy, Tony
McEnery, Rebecca Pearce, Steven Wade

13.45–14.45

Session 3B: Indices and tools for monitoring and
prediction
Chairperson: Miriam Fendekova

13.45–14.05

The analysis of storage discharge relationship for the identification of low flows on selected watersheds in the Czech
Republic
Petr Maca, Adam Vizina, Stanislav Horacek, Martin
Hanel, Ladislav Kasparek, Pavel Pech

14.05–14.25

Current and future drought vulnerability assessment in the
Jucar River basin Spain
David Haro-Monteagudo, Joaquı́n Andreu, Abel Solera,
Javier Paredes-Arquiola

14.25–14.45

—

14.45–15.15

Coffee break
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15.15–15.45

Discussion of first block of sessions: Processes, Indices and tools for monitoring and prediction, Reconstruction
Podium: Kerstin Stahl, Anne van Loon, Miroslav
Trnka, Jamie Hannaford, Jean-Philippe Vidal

15.45–17:30

Poster session

18.30–23.30

Boat trip & Gala dinner
Meeting at 18.30 at entrance to university campus (bus),
return by public transport

Friday, November 14th , 2014
08.30–09.00

KEYNOTE: Droughts in the 21st century: a global
perspective
Christel Prudhomme

09.00–10.00

Plenary 4: Hydrological change
Chairperson: Jamie Hannaford

09.00–09.20

Future hydrological drought on a global and continental
scale: overview and outlook
Henny van Lanen, Niko Wanders, Marjolein H. J. van
Huijgevoort, Yoshihide Wada, Marcel A. A. Alderlieste

09.20–09.40

Hierarchy of climate and hydrological uncertainties in low
flow projections
Jean-Philippe Vidal, Eric Sauquet, Claire Magand,
Agnès Ducharne, Benoı̂t Hingray

09.40–10.00

Are runoff changes in Europe attributable to anthropogenic
climate change
Lukas Gudmundsson

10.10–11.10

Session 5A: Hydrological change
Chairperson: Lukas Gudmundsson

10.10–10.30

Impacts of Anthropogenic Emissions on Hydrologic Cycle
Venkatachalam Ramaswamy
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10.30–10.50

Spatiotemporal drought analysis under varying climatic
conditions
Marzena Osuch, Joanna Doroszkiewicz, Hadush Kidane
Meresa, Renata Romanowicz

10.50–11.10

—

10.10–11.10

Session 5B: Regional modelling of low flows and
droughts
Chairperson: Simon Parry

10.10–10.30

Statistical modeling of low flow conditions based on climatic
indicators
Anne Fangmann, Uwe Haberlandt

10.30–10.50

Spatial and temporal modelling of UK groundwater
droughts using empirical models
Ben Marchant, John Bloomfield, Jon MacKay

10.50–11.10

Spatial and temporal variability of droughts in Switzerland
Gaetano di Franca, Peter Molnar, Paolo Burlando,
Antonio Cancelliere

11.10–11.30

Coffee break

11.30–12.30

Session 6A: Drought forecasting
Chairperson: Petr Maca

11.30–11.50

The PREMHYCE project: a comparative evaluation of hydrological models for low flow simulation and forecasting
on French catchments
Pierre Nicolle, Raji Pushpalatha, Charles Perrin, Didier François, Dominique Thiéry, Thibault Mathevet,
Matthieu Le Lay, François Besson, Jean-Michel Soubeyroux, Christian Viel, Fabienne Regimbeau, Vazken
Andréassian, Pascal Maugis, Bénédicte Augeard, Emmanuel Morice

11.50–12.10

Trade-offs between dynamical and statistical forecasting of
the European 2003 Drought
Stephan Thober, Luis Samaniego, Rohini Kumar
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12.10–12.30

Investigating the potential contribution of teleconnection
indices to forecast short term drought class transitions in
Sicily, Italy
Brunella Bonaccorso, Antonino Cancelliere, Giuseppe
Rossi

11.30–12.30

Session 6B: Drought impacts
Chairperson: James Howard Stagge

11.30–11.50

An impact perspective on pan-European drought sensitivity
Kerstin Stahl, Irene Kohn, Lucia de Stefano, Lena M.
Tallaksen, Francisco M. C. Castro Rego, Dionysis Assimacopoulos, Antonio Massarutto, Sonia I. Seneviratne,
Henny H. A. J. van Lanen

11.50–12.10

BIODROUGHT project - developing effective tools for retrospective bioindication of dry episodes in stream history
and selection of watersheds with drought risk using aquatic
macroinvertebrates
Petr Paril

12.10–12.30

Assessing future droughts economic losses with generic hydroeconomic modelling
Noémie Neverre, Patrice Dumas

12.30–13.30

Lunch break

13.30–14.45

Leonardo Lectures 2014
Chairperson: Gregor Laaha

13.35–14.15

Lena M. Tallaksen (Norway)
Title: Low flow and drought in Europe - lessons from the
past

14.15–14.45

Klaus Haslinger (Austria)
Title: Droughts and low flows in present and future climate
– pacing the path between climatology and hydrology

14:45–15.15

Coffee break

15.15–16.25

Plenary P7: Implications for water management
Chairperson: Henny van Lanen
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15.15–15.45

KEYNOTE: National Drought Mitigation Center
Drought Services: Collaborations Towards a Global
Drought Early Warning and Information System
Mark Svoboda

15.45–16.05

Multisectorial Partnerships for drought management and
mitigation: The experience of the Jucar River Basin Spain
Joaquı́n Andreu, David Haro, Abel Solera, Javier
Paredes-Arquiola

16.05–16.25

Towards a comprehensive drought information system for
Europe
Jürgen Vogt

16.25–16.55

Discussion of second block of sessions: Modelling,
impacts and implications for water management
Podium: Henny van Lanen, Lena M. Tallaksen, Mark
Svoboda, Christel Prudhomme, Jürgen Vogt

16.55–17.00

Closing session
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HYPER Droughts list of posters
Thursday, November 13th , 2014
15.45-17:30 Room RK
Poster number
1

Drought Duration Curves: A method to quantify continental differences in hydrological droughts
Erik Tijdeman, Kerstin Stahl, Sophie Bachmair, Jamie Hannaford

2

The influence of catchment parameters on drought occurrence in the Tatra Mts,.
Slovakia
Miriam Fendekova, Marian Fendek

3

An assessment of actual evapotranspiration and soil water deficit in agricultural
regions in Europe
Blaz Kurnik

4

Response of simple stream hydro-chemical indicators to rainfall-runoff events in
forest disturbed basins in upper Vydra, Central Sumava Mountains
Ye Su, Jakub Langhammer, Jana Kaiglova, Jerker Jarsjö

5

Identifying a global drought structure using the copula methodology
Franziska Gaupp

6

Investigation of Drought Occurrence and Propagation between Meteorological,
Agricultural, and Hydrological Drought
Ji Yae Shin, Jiyoung Yoo, Minsung Kwon, Tae-Woong Kim

7

IA drought index accounting for snow
Maria Staudinger, Jan Seibert, Kerstin Stahl

8

Identification of Consecutive Dry Days (CDD) using observational and model data
from COSMO CLM
Livia Labudova, Lukas Schefczyk, Milan Trizna

9

Spatio-temporal characteristics of wet and drought extremes over territory of Russia
Dilyara Utkuzova

10

Assessing the drought risk based on the joint probability of precipitation and soil
moisture in Rhineland-Palatinate, southwest Germany
Zhiyong Liu, Lucas Menzel

11

Stochastic modeling of spatio-temporal characteristics of drought in southern Iran
Arash Malekian

16

12

Influence of the Water Channel Network Facility in the Kiso River System
Yoshinobu Sato

13

IA drought index accounting for snow
Juraj Parajka, Jan Seibert, Kerstin Stahl

14

Tree rings as a tool for reconstructing historic droughts in northeastern Austria
Sandra Karanitsch-Ackerl, Michael Grabner, Franz Holawe,
Gregor Laaha

15

Developing a multi-disciplinary inventory of UK droughts from the late 19th century
Jamie Hannaford, John Bloomfield Ian Holman, Bettina
Lange, Ralph Ledbetter, Mark McCarthy, Tony McEnery,
Rebecca Pearce, Steven Wade

16

Drought Signatures in the tree-ring records of European Russia
Vladimir Matskovsky, Olga Solomina, Sergey Matveev,
Alexander Chernokulsky

17

A comparative study of dryness indices over Europe
Concepcion Rodriguez-Puebla

18

Analysis of uncertainty in climate change projections of drought indices for the
Czech Republic
Martin Hanel, Adam Vizina, Adri Buishand

19

Scaling of low flows in Czechia
Ondrej Ledvinka

20

A Statistical Analysis of the temporal-spatial changing characteristics of extreme
precipitation in Yunnan Province from 1958-2013
Xiao Jing Yang, Z. X. Xu, D. P. Zuo, L. Liu

21

Conceptual Framework for Satellite Data Based Drought Outlook in Korea
Tae-Woong Kim, Ji Yaes Shin, Joo-Heon Lee, Hyun-Han Kwon

22

Current and future agricultural droughts in the southeastern Mediterranean region
Lucas Menzel, Tobias Törnros

23

Towards pan–European drought risk maps: comparing an impact-based approach
with a factor-based vulnerability assessment
Veit Blauhut, Julia Urquijo, Itziar Gonzalez Tanago, Kerstin
Stahl, Lucia De Stefano, Mario Ballesteros

24

Different approaches to drought capture – how do aquatic invertebrates indicate
dry episode in Central European streams?
Marek Polášek, Petr Pařil, Světlana Zahrádková, Vı́t Syrovátka, Lenka Šikulová, Michal Straka, Denisa Němejcová
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25

Atmospheric drought in Belgium - Statistical analysis of precipitation deficit
Orhan Dengiz, Markéta Miháliková

26

Testing of Linear Trend Appearance in Precipitation and Temperature
Roman Kožı́n

27

A project of the hydrological drought monitoring in the Czech Republic
Radek Vlnas, Adam Beran

28

Drought propagation by using weather generators
Adam Vizina, Martin Hanel, Ladislav Kašpárek, Petr Máca,
Pavel Pech

29

Drought propagation analysis using different threshold level methods
Heudorfer, Kerstin Stahl

30

Atmospheric drought in Belgium - Statistical analysis of precipitation deficit
Sepideh Zamani, Martin Hanel, Pavel Pech

31

The European Drought Impact report Inventory (EDII): major drought events
Irene Kohn, J.H. Stagge, V. Blauhut, L. M. Tallaksen, S.
Bachmair, K. Stahl

32

Investigating seasonal variables for droughts in cold climates: a comparative study
in Austria and Norway
Stefan Willem Ploum, Anne Frederike van Loon

33

Application of trivariate Gumbel–Hougaard copula for short term prognosis of
extreme low-flow events
Wojciech Jakubowski

34

Optimization of the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) for operational
drought monitoring
Willem Maetens, Brecht Ingels, Willem Defloor, Kris
Cauwenberghs

35

A comprehensive and effective representation of the drought situation: implementation through the web portal www.waterinfo.be
Willem Maetens, Pieter Cabus, Inge De Jongh, Willem Defloor, Kris Cauwenberghs

36

SWAT-modelling of drought impact on two catchments in Flanders
Willem Maetens, Brecht Ingels, Willem Defloor, Kris
Cauwenberghs

37

Analysis of two climatological data sources to apply to description of the precipitation behavior in an arid area: Case of Region of Tarapacá, Northern Chile
Damian Ferney Cordoba Melgarejo, Concepción Rodrı́guez
Puebla, Jazna Rodrı́guez Segovia
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38

Evaluation of the socio-economic impacts of drought events: evidence from some
areas in Europe
Dario Musolino

39

An application of remote sensing to support to water resources management
Francesco Vuolo

40

Assessing and monitoring the 2005 and 2012 drought events in Iberia using vegetation and drought indices
Célia Gouveia, Ana Russo Ricardo Machado Trigo

41

Comparison of SOM and non-hierarchic clustering techniques by pooling of low
flows in Slovakia
Silvia Kohnová, Miroslav Sabo, Andrea Števková, Katarı́na
Jeneiová, Kamila Hlavčova, Jan Szolgay

42

The inadequacy of the standardized precipitation index as a groundwater drought
indicator
Jude Lubega Musuuza, Rohini Kumar, Anne F. Van Loon,
Roland Barthel, Jurriaan ten Broek, Luis E. Samaniego,
Adriaan J. Teuling, Sabine Attinger

43

Flow-duration-frequency and duration-flow-frequency approaches in low-flow analysis, advantages and constraints
Ewa Bogdanowicz, Witold Gustaw Strupczewski, Sisay Debele, Krzysztof Kochanek

19
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How to characterise hydrological drought?
Anne Van Loon1
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General definitions of drought are “a sustained period of below-normal water
availability” (Tallaksen and Van Lanen, 2004) and “a deficit of water compared
to normal conditions” (Sheffield and Wood, 2011). However, in the application
of this definition, various interpretations are possible. Questions like: what
is sustained? what is normal?, need to be answered before droughts can be
quantified. This applies to all types of drought including hydrological drought,
i.e. drought in streamflow and hydrological stores (groundwater, lakes). To
draw conclusions based on quantitative information we need to understand the
processes underlying hydrological drought development and use methods that
are suitable to represent these processes.
In this presentation, I will discuss the various climatic drivers of hydrological
drought and their interplay with catchment processes, leading to a number of
hydrological drought types. Storage of water in temporary stores, like snow and
vegetation, or more permanent stores, like soil, groundwater, and glaciers, has
a major influence, both for average conditions (“normal”) and during extreme
conditions (“drought”). The methods to define hydrological drought should
ideally take these processes into account, for example, by taking the seasonal
cycle as “normal” condition. Also for statistical analysis of hydrological drought
characteristics, classification on the basis of a typology is useful so that droughts
with different governing factors are not confounded. In a study on global scale
we found, for example, that drought events of different type have deviating
durations and deficit volumes.
To determine the “normal” situation and filter out extreme events, time series of more than 30 years of discharge and groundwater level data are required.
For attribution of drought in streamflow or groundwater also data of climatic
drivers are needed, at least precipitation and temperature. Unfortunately, such
long records of hydrometeorological data are scarce. Especially, groundwater
data are often lacking. Therefore, in most hydrological drought studies we must
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rely on other data sources. Alternatives are the use of precipitation data directly in drought indices like SPI (Standardised Precipitation Index) and the
use of simulated data of streamflow and groundater levels. Based on our recent
studies, I will demonstrate in which situations these alternatives can be applied
successfully and what the pitfalls are. I show that the effects of delay and attenuation by the stores (snow, groundwater) are often not well taken into account.
This leads to discrepancies in terms of the temporal and spatial variation of
drought.
Furthermore, I will discuss how other data sources can be useful in hydrological drought research. Modern data sources like satellite data (GRACE) might
be a good alternative for groundwater level data, because the gravity signal
represents the terrestrial storage of water. But direct use of the GRACE signal deserves careful consideration in regions with a large influence of temporary
storage (e.g. snow). I also see potential in combining physical analysis with historical datasets and impact databases, like the US Drought Impact Reporter and
the European Drought Impact Report Inventory (EDII). Preliminary analyses
have indicated that the study of specific events can reveal underlying drought
processes.
References:
Tallaksen, L. M., and Van Lanen, H. A. J., eds.: Hydrological drought: processes
and estimation methods for streamflow and groundwater, Developments in water science; 48, Elsevier Science B.V., Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 2004.
Sheffield, J., and Wood, E.: Drought; Past Problems and Future Scenarios, Earthscan, London, UK, Washington DC, USA, 2011.
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Better understanding is needed to characterize and quantify the effect of large
scale climate drivers on extreme events such as droughts and floods. A previous
study examined the major drivers of drought at the European scale, finding links
with atmospheric circulation, wind speed, and sea surface temperature. These
drivers differ depending on whether drought severity is measured solely based on
precipitation or also including evapotranspiration. Analysis of drought at the
European scale has identified important climatic drivers, but considering the
entire continent tends to smooth extremes and may mask important regional
differences. In particular, along the North-South gradient, the climate of the
middle and north of Europe is influenced year-round by the mid-latitude Westerlies, whereas the Mediterranean lies in a transitional zone, influenced by the
Subtropical High Pressure Belt during the summer and mid-latitude Westerlies
during the winter. Along the West-East gradient, climatic influences transition
from the Atlantic to more Continental factors. This study expands on previous
continental analyses by comparing drought patterns for homogenous sub-regions
within Europe with hemispheric atmospheric circulation patterns. Focus now
includes both high and low extremes (wet and dry); however, the following presentation will focus only on droughts. Drought events are identified using two
indices, the 6-month cumulative Standardised Precipitation and Standardised
Precipitation-Evapotranspiration Indices (SPI-6 and SPEI-6, respectively), both
calculated using gridded Watch Forcing data (1958-2012), which combines the
Watch Forcing and Watch Forcing ERA-Interim data sets. Regional climatological drought series (SPI, SPEI) are calculated for homogenous regions, defined
by PCA and cluster analysis on SPI and SPEI simultaneously. Links between
the regional occurrence and severity of drought is analysed using two distinct approaches. First, regional drought indices are compared with gridded geopotential
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height fields and sea surface temperature, identifying regions of high correlation
and creating atmospheric composites for the most extreme events. This provides
a spatially detailed analysis. Second, the time series of regional climatological
drought is compared with potentially relevant circulation indices, such as the
NAO, AO, and EA/WR, using wavelet analysis. This provides a detailed temporal analysis of common variation patterns. This study provides new insight
into how large-scale climatic variations affect the development and severity of
drought in Europe, comparing the relevant drivers of drought across different
European sub-regions and with previous findings for Europe as a whole.
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Governments and institutions managing water resources have to adapt constantly to regional drought, water shortage and water stress conditions, being
caused by climate change, socio-economic developments and/or climate variability. Taking into account the impact of climate variability is important as in
some regions it may outweigh long-term climate change or socio-economic developments, especially on a time scale of a few years up to a few decades. As
governments and water management institutions apply planning horizons up to
a decade with respect to management of adaptation strategies, inter-annual climate variability is especially relevant. A number of studies have estimated the
impacts of climate variability on stream flow droughts on a local, continental or
global scale. Others have focused on the role of long term climate change and
socio-economic trends on blue water availability, and blue water scarcity. However, a global assessment of the influence of inter-annual climate variability on
stream flow droughts, blue water availability, and blue water scarcity together
has not yet been carried out, despite its importance for adaptation planning.
To address this issue, we assessed the influence of ENSO-driven climate variability on stream flow droughts, blue water availability, and blue water scarcity
events at the global scale. Within this contribution we focused on El Nino
Southern Oscillation’s (ENSO) impact as ENSO is the most dominant source
of inter-annual climate variability, impacting climate and society. We carried
out this assessment through the following steps: (1) used daily discharge and
run-off time-series (0.5o x 0.5o ) of three WATCH-EI forced global hydrological models (Water-GAP, PCR-GLOBWB, and STREAM); (2) in combination
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with time-series of population counts and monthly water demands we calculated
monthly and yearly stream flow drought, water availability, water shortage and
water stress per Food Producing Unit (FPU) for the period 1960-2010; and
(3) identified statistical relationships between stream flow droughts, blue water
availability, blue water scarcity events and indices of ENSO in order to determine
its sensitivity.
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Streamflow drought depends to a large degree on groundwater recharge and storage depletion. During prolonged dry spells inherent catchment characteristics
such as physiography and geology may be significant descriptors of streamflow
response and baseflow-relevant subsurface processes. To better predict and preempt potential streamflow droughts, the relationship between recharge deficit
and streamflow response needs to be studied more systematically. We present a
model experiment with a combined SVAT (soil-vegetation-atmosphere transfer)
and conceptual groundwater model that applies a novel set of recharge scenarios
to simulate preceding recharge drought events in humid-temperate catchments
with different dominant aquifer types. The scenarios are based on (i) the permutation of historical time series and (ii) a modified time series to match an extreme
(50-year) drought event. Time scales of aquifer-specific sensitivity to drought
varied among aquifer types with catchments with karstic and fractured aquifers
showing more short-term sensitivity and porous and complex aquifers showing
more long-term sensitivity. This sensitivity of drought deficit and recovery time
correlates with recharge age in baseflow, which is traceable with the groundwater model and may provide a suitable measure of potential drought severity and
an additional value for drought early warning systems. Different functional relationships between preceding recharge deficit and baseflow response in specific
drought years provided evidence that the aquifer-specific sensitivity to streamflow drought can be classified as more climate- or more catchment-controlled.
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Groundwater drought, typically expressed through anomalously low groundwater levels or reduced groundwater discharge, is commonly conceptualised as a
type of hydrological drought. Groundwater droughts can impact adversely on
water resources such as public water supply or water for industry and agricultural irrigation, as well as effecting groundwater discharge to groundwaterdependent surface waters and ecosystems. During the early stages of a groundwater drought, as deficits are developing in surface water and unsaturated zone
stores, groundwater sources can provide relatively resilient water supplies and
will sustain surface flows through groundwater baseflow. Conversely, groundwater may be highly susceptible to relatively persistent or prolonged meteorological
droughts, because, compared with surface water resources, groundwater storage
may take significantly longer to be replenished and recover as a drought begins
to break.
Like other forms of hydrological drought, the spatio-temporal response of
groundwater droughts to precipitation deficits can be a function of catchment
characteristics and in particular it may be a function of aquifer distribution
and spatial variations in aquifer characteristics. Aquifers typically act as low
pass filters, damping out high frequency components of driving meteorology
signals giving rise to longer term ‘memory’ or autocorrelation in groundwater
level hydrographs. Here we explore some of the implications of ‘memory’ or
autocorrelation in groundwater levels for the characterisation of groundwater
droughts.
The use of a standardisation method, the normal scores transform, a nonparametric normalization of data that assigns a value to observations based on
their rank within a dataset, to index groundwater levels will be discussed. Specifically, we will show how the Standardised Groundwater level Index, SGI (Bloomfield & Marchant, 2013), scales with the Standardised Precipitation Index, SPI,
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dependent on the autocorrelation structure of the normalised groundwater hydrographs and the accumulation period of the SPI. Evidence for catchment and
aquifer properties controls on the autocorrelation structure of SGI time series
will be presented and discussed critically.
Using SGI hydrographs for 74 sites from three Principal Aquifers across Lincolnshire, UK, we will describe how a combination of Cluster Analysis (CA)
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) have been used to regionalise the
groundwater drought response to meteorological droughts across the region for
the period 1983 to 2012. Contrasts in drought duration and magnitude between
observation sites in each of the six clusters identified will be analysed in terms
of aquifer type and hydrogeological characteristics. In addition, the contrasting
response of groundwater levels in observations boreholes in each of the six clusters to three major, multi-annual droughts will be explored in the context of the
autocorrelation structure of individual SGI and mean cluster SGI hydrographs.
Finally, some of the implications of the groundwater drought regionalisation
results for groundwater drought monitoring and warning will be discussed.
Using SGI hydrographs for 74 sites from three Principal Aquifers across Lincolnshire, UK, we will describe how a combination of Cluster Analysis (CA)
and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) have been used to regionalise the
groundwater drought response to meteorological droughts across the region for
the period 1983 to 2012. Contrasts in drought duration and magnitude between
observation sites in each of the six clusters identified will be analysed in terms
of aquifer type and hydrogeological characteristics. In addition, the contrasting
response of groundwater levels in observations boreholes in each of the six clusters to three major, multi-annual droughts will be explored in the context of the
autocorrelation structure of individual SGI and mean cluster SGI hydrographs.
Finally, some of the implications of the groundwater drought regionalisation
results for groundwater drought monitoring and warning will be discussed.
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The tendency for droughts around the world to terminate abruptly has been
frequently observed in the historical record. The 2010-12 drought in the UK
was one of the most severe in the last 100 years, but the wettest nine-month
period for England & Wales in almost 250 years terminated the drought spectacularly. There has been a much greater focus in the literature on the onset
and characterisation of drought, whilst termination has been comparatively neglected. However, the end of a drought is the phase in which water resource
managers are most interested. This is the time that water is most scarce and
difficult decisions must be made about augmenting supply or limiting demand.
More information on the likelihood of an upcoming terminal phase would aid the
decision-making of water managers, and an improved understanding of drought
termination could enhance drought monitoring and forecasting capabilities.
The existing body of research that explicitly considers drought termination
has focussed on the amount of rainfall required to terminate drought, and the
likelihood of its occurrence. These are important questions, but few have attempted to characterise the terminal phase of a drought itself before considering
the amount of rainfall required for this to occur. This may be partly explained
by the existing definition of drought termination, which has tended to focus
on a specific point in time at the end of a drought when conditions have returned to ’normal’. This point is often calculated as the termination criteria of a
drought index, but this theoretical instantaneous switch from drought to normal
conditions understates the magnitude of change that can occur at the end of a
drought. This existing approach would classify the often incredibly wet conditions of termination within the period of drought itself, since the termination
criteria are not satisfied until wetness persists for a given duration. Hydrolog37

ical considerations of drought termination could learn much from the focus on
recovery that is prevalent in ecological science.
An alternative definition of drought termination is proposed which defines
the ’termination’, a period of recovery separating drought from normal conditions. Once this transition phase has been delineated, it can be described by a
number of indices including duration, abruptness and seasonality. These metrics have been applied to the different elements of the hydrological cycle: rainfall data as an indicator of meteorological drought termination; river flow data
for hydrological drought termination; and groundwater data for water resources
drought termination. This allows the investigation of the propagation of drought
termination through the hydrological cycle, a topic that has been neglected in
the existing literature. The terminal phases of a number of important historical droughts in the UK have been characterised, allowing the spatio-temporal
variability in drought termination to be assessed. Indices for the 2012 drought
termination indicate that catchments in central and southern England recovered
abruptly, a finding that is consistent with previous analyses. Groundwater levels
also generally returned to normal conditions remarkably rapidly, although hydrological and groundwater drought termination varied according to catchment
and aquifer characteristics.
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Drought is a complex natural hazard with severe environmental and socioeconomic impacts. Although little can be done in the short term to prevent
a drought, actions can be taken to reduce the vulnerability to drought, including the development of drought monitoring and early warning (M&EW)
systems. To improve drought M&EW systems we need to better understand
the link between physical drought indicators and impacts on the environment,
the society, and the economy. There is a vast range of published drought indicators available, but very little consensus on the most appropriate variables
and indicators for M&EW; in part this is because indicators have rarely been
linked to observed impacts, so the meaningfulness of hydro-climatic indicators
is typically far from clear. What does a certain SPI or streamflow indicator
value actually mean regarding the occurrence of drought impacts? Answering
such questions is a challenging task due to the complexity of how a prolonged
precipitation deficit propagates though the hydrological cycle and interacts with
environmental and socio-economic factors. There have been very few attempts
to systematically characterize the relationship between drought indicators and
impacts owing to the sparse and patchy information on drought impacts. The
Belmont Forum funded project ’DrIVER’ (Drought Impacts and Vulnerability
thresholds in monitoring and Early warning Research) is aiming to fill this gap
by conducting analysis of the indicator-to-impact link in Europe, North America
and Australia. This study is a first step on the road to exploring indicator-impact
links in Europe for the DrIVER project, using the newly established European
Drought Impact Report Inventory (EDII). The aim is to explore the link between drought impacts and different commonly used drought indicators for two
countries well covered in the EDII: Germany and the UK. Specifically, we investigate which drought indicators best explain impact occurrence, and whether
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this depends on impact type and/or drought event. The focus of the study is on
data visualization and correlation analysis based on coarse-scale, major socioeconomic regions (NUTS1 level), highlighting differences and commonalities in
indicator-impact patterns between Germany and the UK. First results reveal
interesting insights into the non-trivial relationship between drought indicators
and impacts. The most suitable indicators for explaining drought impact occurrence are SPI/SPEI for intermediate accumulation periods but there is variation
among events and geographies. This calls for more research on indicator-impact
assessment as well as for further developing impact inventories. Next steps comprise augmenting EDII data for drought events currently not well covered and
applying a similar methodology to further study areas in Europe and, eventually,
in North America and Australia.
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The expected increase of air temperature could increase the ratio of liquid precipitation during winter and, thus, decrease the snow accumulations especially
in mid-elevation mountain ranges across Europe. The decrease of snow accumulation will affect groundwater recharge during spring and might cause low
streamflow values in the subsequent summer period.
We assessed existing relations and trends in time series (1971-2012) of precipitation, snow water equivalent and runoff in 25 alpine and pre-alpine basins
in Switzerland (basin area from 30 to 350 km2 ). The aims were 1) to quantify
the influence of winter and spring snow conditions on summer low flows and 2)
to determine how long is the “memory effect” of basins in terms of the influence
of snowpack on stream runoff.
We tested different indices in order to find the best predictor of future summer
low flows (expressed as 7-day runoff minimum). We tested the maximum of SWE
(snow water equivalent) in spring period, the sum of winter precipitation, the
sum of precipitation during n days prior to the occurrence of minimum runoff,
and groundwater storage estimated using a conceptual catchment model (HBV).
The dependence of maximum SWE on the number of days with runoff below a
certain threshold and the dependence of maximum SWE on Julian date of runoff
minimum were also tested. All relations were assessed both for the whole summer
period and for individual months (May – October).
The results indicated that the relations between seasonal snowpack and respective summer runoff were more complex than expected. There was a significant dependence of SWE maximum on runoff minimum in high-elevation basins
with high amount of precipitation stored in the seasonal snowpack. However,
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only a minor portion of low flows variability was explained by the SWE (up to
50%). Moreover, the influence of snow on summer low flows was significant only
from May to August. There were only weak correlations in case of low flows
occurring in September and October. In mid-elevation basins the correlations
are rather poor. On the other hand, low flows are occurring later in the year in
case of above average snow accumulations and the number of days below certain
runoff threshold is lower as well.
The results showed a strong dependence of runoff minimum and the sum of
precipitation n days prior the day with runoff minimum. The strongest correlations were achieved in case of accumulated precipitation 60 days prior the runoff
minimum in specific month (explaining up to 80% of the variability). Despite
some influence of the seasonal snowpack on summer low flows we can conclude
that rainfall conditions during spring and summer period are more important
for low flows occurrence than snow accumulation during the preceding winter.
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In recent decades severity of droughts is reported to be an emerging issue across
the world, including Europe. Prolonged dry periods in summer lead to vegetation water stress, sometimes of a flash nature. Besides climate, the physical
catchment structure is considered an important control of hydrological drought
development although it is not always sufficiently represented in models (Van
Lanen et al., 2013). A range of different single or combined indicators is already
in use to detect and monitor droughts. However, further research is still needed
to account for spatial heterogeneity and variability in the controls on water fluxes
across different scales (Asbjornsen et al., 2011). In this study, the response of
vegetation is evaluated by correlating a drought index characterizing groundwater system with the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), generally
considered as an efficient indicator of terrestrial vegetation productivity and sensitive to soil moisture fluctuations (Peled et al., 2010). The vegetation-subsurface
water storage dependencies are identified at sites representing different ecosystems (forests and grassland) with limited human impact. They are located in
a lowland watershed in central Poland (approximately 460 sq. km) in the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (N52◦ 15’– N52◦ 24’ and E20◦ 15’–E20◦ 57’). Questions
include: (1) how shallow subsurface water storage is depleting in summer in
respond to meteorological drought at sites representing different ecosystems,
(2) is there a signature of the vegetation conditions in soil moisture/shallow
groundwater indices; are they significantly correlated, (3) how sensitive are different ecosystems to drought propagating through the subsurface. Time series
of decreasing groundwater levels during growing season (April-September) were
used to detect classical rainfall deficit droughts. Regression model was fitted
to quantify relation between NDVI and groundwater. It was evaluated if time
lag is present between the starting of a water shortage and the signal of its
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consequences, in this case by a decrease of the NDVI. Data comprise: (1) shallow groundwater level of an unconfined aquifer monitored by 56 observation
boreholes, supported by the temporal soil moisture measurements in 14 soil profiles, (2) weather radar images at 1km resolution available for years 2003-2008,
including years with extreme droughts, (3) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), acquired from the MODIS Global Project which were temporally
smoothed by a non-linear function to reduce noise and possible residual cloud
effects. Results show that vegetation depends highly on a shallow subsurface
storage.
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Reliable estimation of groundwater recharge in space and time is of utmost importance for sustainable management of groundwater resources. Groundwater
recharge forms the main source for replenishing aquifers. The main factors influencing groundwater recharge are the soil and topographic characteristics, land
use and climate. While the first two influencing factors are relatively static,
the latter two are (highly) dynamic. Differentiating between the contributions
of each of these influencing factors to groundwater recharge is a challenging
but important task. Especially in case the main goal is to assess the effects of
drought on groundwater recharge. On the one hand, the occurrence of meteorological drought events is likely to cause direct, potentially deteriorating, effects
on groundwater recharge. On the other hand, this is also the case for on-going
land-use dynamics such as extensive urbanisation. The presented methodology
aims at distinguishing in space and time between climate (drought-related) and
land-use (human) effects, enabling to assess the effects of drought on groundwater recharge in a temperate context. The physically-based water balance model
WetSpass is used to calculate groundwater recharge in a distributed way (space
and time). Land-use dynamics are accounted for by using a consistent timeseries
of land-use (1990, 2000, 2006, and 2013) and fraction (vegetated, impervious,
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bare & open water) maps. To account for climate variability a distributed meteorological monthly timeseries for around 30 years is considered. A combined
drought index approach (RDI, SPI, sc PDSI) is used to identify meteorological
drought events during this period. WetSpass simulations are used to assess the
weight of the influencing factors ‘land use’ and ‘climate’ with respect to drought
effects on the recharge timeseries. Hereto WetSpass is run several times with different land-use input, while the dynamic meteorological timeseries (1980-2013)
is considered for every scenario. Three simulation runs are used: (1) static landuse 1990, representing the historical maximum recharge conditions situation, (2)
static land-use 2013, representing the current minimum recharge conditions and
(3) dynamic land use 1980-2013, representing the combined land-use/climate
recharge conditions. The results of these three WetSpass simulations enable to
assess the ‘land-use effect’ on groundwater recharge for each monthly timestep.
As a consequence, the complementary ‘climate effect’ can be derived as well.
The latter is important to identify potential effect of drought on groundwater recharge, which is the main aim in this study. Important to note is that the
WetSpass simulations also enable to assess spatial effects. This research is funded
within the SSD Programme of the Belgian Science Policy Office (BELSPO).
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Hydroclimate projections for the 21st century agree on an increase in low flow
severity that could undermine current water management practice and require
drastic measures for adapting water uses and for sharing resources among different economic sectors (irrigation, hydropower production, etc.). Understanding
droughts and low flows is all the more crucial in this current context of adaptation to climate change. A deep knowledge of the major historical droughts
in France constitutes a perfect framework to assess the recent observed events
but also future events projected by climate change impact studies. Indeed, a
fundamental way of adapting to climate change tomorrow is to adapt to climate
variability today.
This work proposes a reconstruction of precipitation fields in France over
the last century built on the NOAA 20th century global atmospheric reanalysis
(20CR). This reanalysis provides for the first time an evolution of atmospheric
circulation at high temporal resolution since 1871, assimilating surface pressure
observations only. The coarse spatial resolution of 20CR however prevents using
directly surface variables like precipitation at the scale of a French catchment.
The Sandhy (Stepwise ANalogue Downscaling method for Hydrology) statistical downscaling method is used here to bridge the scale gap between 20CR and
precipitation relevant for catchment-scale hydrology. This method is based on
the idea that similar large scale circulation patterns (predictors) lead to similar
local precipitation (predictand). For a given target large scale situation, the
dates with the most similar large scale situations in an archive are identified,
and the corresponding local scale observations are selected as the targeted local
scale predictions. For each target date, Sandhy gives an ensemble of 125 analogue
dates and corresponding precipitation values, taking into account equifinality in
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the optimization of predictor geographical domains. Such an optimization is
moreover done independently for 608 climatically homogeneous zones covering
France. Sandhy draws here analogue dates from an archive covering the 19582008 period for which local precipitation is also available through the Safran
near-surface reanalysis. It is then applied to target situations given by 20CR
over the whole 1871-2012 period to derive an ensemble of 125 equally plausible
gridded precipitation time series.
Precipitation data are then monthly aggregated for each time series to compute the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) at different time scales and
therefore characterize meteorological drought events in a probabilistic way. The
SPI critically allows for comparing historical events and their spatio-temporal
development. Results allow us to identify severe events for periods with few
available precipitation observations, such as the record-breaking 1921 drought.
Such an event – much more severe than the recently experienced ones like 1976 or
2003 – may thus serve as a benchmark reference event for adaptation purposes.
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The northeastern part of Austria, the Weinviertel region, belongs to the warmest
and driest of the country’s areas with a mean annual air temperature of 9.3 ◦ C
and a mean precipitation of 485 mm per year (Retz 1971-2010).
The region is predominantly used for agriculture. Forests cover only approximately 15% of the area. Oak (mainly Quercus robur and Q. petraea) is
the natural dominant species, but also planted pine species (Pinus nigra and P.
sylvestris) grow here.
Water availability is a crucial factor for tree growth in this region. Annual
increment is highly dependent on the amount of precipitation – especially during
spring and summer. A pronouncedly dry vegetation period (as for example in
2003) normally results in a very narrow annual ring. This circumstance makes
tree rings a valuable proxy for drought reconstruction.
During the Sparkling Science project WALD-WASSER-WEINviertel (SPA03015) funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economy,
multi-century chronologies for oak (almost 800 years – 1216 to 2011) and pine
(more than 500 years – 1472 to 2011) each consisting of more than 400 samples from living trees as well as from historic buildings were set up. For both
tree species, three separate chronologies – for ring width, earlywood width and
latewood width – were constructed.
They can now serve as a tool for reconstructing regional droughts of the past
centuries.
For this purpose, first of all, Spearman correlations of the chronologies with
(1) monthly precipitation, (2) monthly mean temperature and (3) a self-made
drought index based on the Walter-Lieth climate classification as well as with
(4) the climatic water balance calculated with potential evapotranspiration according to Thornthwaite for the stations Vienna, Retz and Brno (1897-2010)
were investigated.
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First results for ring width are promising. The pine chronology correlates
significantly with spring and summer months. The highest correlation coefficients (approximately 0.7) are achieved with precipitation in Vienna for the
six-months-period March to August. The values for oak are generally lower and
somewhat different in seasonal timing.
Further investigations of the climate-growth-relationships are necessary and
currently in progress. The goal of the study is to establish a model for reconstructing dry periods of the past using the differing drought reactions of oak and
pine as well as earlywood width and particularly latewood width, which also
correlates with summer river runoff.
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An understanding of past droughts is essential for contemporary and future water
management. Research on the meteorological drivers of past droughts, and how
these propagated through hydrological and water resources systems, is vital for
developing improved drought management practices. However, typically many
hydrological datasets are relatively short, and only shed light on a handful of
major drought episodes in the latter decades of the 20th Century. Considerable
effort has been invested in analysing historic droughts in the UK using reconstruction techniques, with a number of major drought episodes documented since
the late 19th Century. However, a limitation of previous research on UK historic
droughts has been their focus on hydro-meteorological characteristics, and there
is currently no comprehensive understanding, inventory or typology of droughts
for the UK that integrates their socio-economic drivers and impacts with natural
science based characterisations of drought. This is a major gap in research, as
droughts are not simply natural hazards but can also be the consequence of specific economic, social and legal practices, such as water consumption practices
and abstraction licensing. Moreover, episodes of drought are rarely experienced
in the same way by all communities or sectors. Improved drought management
requires a more integrated perspective informed by an understanding of the links
between environmental and social systems during past droughts.
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The ‘Historic Droughts’ project is a joint UK Research Council funded project
that will develop a comprehensive inventory of past droughts in the UK. A
truly multi-disciplinary perspective is taken in order to develop an inventory
that assembles accounts of drought events from the perspectives of meteorology,
hydrology, economics, law, sociology and history. The inventory will include
timelines of past droughts as they have manifested in different sectors, such as
hydrometeorology and the environment, water resources management, agriculture, regulation and policy and citizens’ perceptions.
The project embraces diverse data sources and novel methodologies to reconstruct past drought characteristics in each of these sectors, including, for example: hydrological modelling reconstructions to extend river flow and groundwater
records back to the late 19th Century; assessment of water resources management interventions in past droughts using water company records; reconstruction
of agricultural impacts through proxies, e.g. crop prices; development of timelines of regulatory reform milestones through records of political debate in the
House of Commons; collation of oral histories based on interviews in communities affected by major past droughts, and with water professionals involved in
their management; computer-aided discourse analysis of newspapers from the
19th and 20th centuries; and analysis of social media data from 2010 – 2012, the
first drought in the age of twitter.
The drought inventory is designed to provide a knowledge-base of past drought
occurrence that will then be used within the ‘Historic Droughts’ project to develop a systems-based understanding of drought, reflecting the fact that droughts
are complex hazards, shaped by manifold human and natural drivers, impacts
and their interactions. By learning from the past, a better understanding of coevolving social and natural systems can inform improvements in the management
and communicating of droughts in future.
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We analyzed the daily hydrological rainfall runoff data of 13 watersheds in the
Czech republic. The main assumption of this contribution is that the low flows
can be described by a single reservoir controlled by the constitutional storage
discharge relationship. The proposed analysis combines the identification of
parameters of selected storage discharge relationship using the recession limbs
analysis, the global evolutionary optimization algorithm and lumped conceptual model Bilan. Three different smoothing methods were applied on runoff
data for the selection of recessions segments of hydrographs. Their influence
on the estimation of baseflow parameters is further discussed. Two different
constitutional storage discharge relationships were identified for those datasets
and compared. The identifications of studied baseflow parameters were made
using two methods. The first was based on the original drought flow analysis of
Brutsaert et Nieber [1], the second method applied the global single objective
evolutionary optimization algorithm SCDE for the estimation of parameters of
tested constitutional relationships controlling the low flows. The SCDE optimization algorithm combines the original work of Storn and Price [2] with the
shuffled complex evolution [3]. Based on the results of recession curve analysis
the ASVH tool for the identification of parameters of tested storage discharge relationship was compiled. The ASVH enables the ensemble optimization run and
provides the information about uncertainty in parameter estimation. Finally
the parameters of lumped model Bilan were identified using the newly acquired
information about parameters, which controls the low flows simulation and is
obtained from ASVH analysis. The results show that the proposed analysis im53

proves the identification of parameters of lumped hydrological model Bilan. The
suggested analysis can be easily adopted for any hydrological model.
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Drought occurrence and its related impacts are a major concern in many river
basins throughout the world. In the coming times, water managers will confront
severe uncertainties within the decision making process, both in the short term
(management and operation) and long term (planning), in any water resources
system where droughts are very frequent and where water resources are under a
massive use. In general, vulnerability is used to characterize the performance of
the system and it is a good indicator of the most likely failures. This may help
managers especially in the planning phase, in which new measures both technical
and operational may be devised to reduce the risk of suffering the effects of a
dry spell either in the short or long term.
Decision support tools are a great ally of water managers, especially in situations of high water stress and hydrologic uncertainty, allowing them to in-deep
analyze the system and finding the best measures to minimize the risk of a
system failure. The use of such systems allows developing and using real time
management models able to assess the vulnerability and risk of drought, and the
effectiveness of proactive and reactive measures applied on regular basis for the
management of river basins. They also represent a powerful tool for participatory processes since the different stakeholders involved in drought planning have
a chance to develop and understanding of one another’s various points of view,
and to generate collaborative solutions.
The Jucar River basin is one of the most vulnerable areas to drought of the
western Mediterranean region due to climate characteristics (mostly semiarid),
high water exploitation indexes (water scarcity), and very high space and time
variability of precipitation (leading to a highly seasonal, and inter-annual variability in the river flows). Hydrological droughts in this region are frequent,
and they can be very intense and with duration of years (frequently more than
3 years). For these reasons, careful risk and vulnerability assessments must be
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carried out to find and apply the appropriate measures to reduce them. Climate
in the Jucar River basin is characterized by great variability, and climate projections only reveal that future resources generation will be characterized by great
uncertainty.
In this article, we use a Monte Carlo approach to evaluate current and future vulnerability to drought in the Jucar River basin. First, we will assess the
existing drought vulnerability under the present climatic conditions with a simulation model feed with multiple equiprobable series. Since it is not possible to
know what will be the future operation of the system, its vulnerability needs to
be approached from a different perspective. We will use an optimization model
instead to obtain the minimum expected vulnerability of the system. This can
help managers to develop future operation rules and enhance participatory processes to show stakeholders what are the least problems they may confront in
the future.
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Drought likely will become more severe in multiple regions across the world,
although confidence in projections is still low. Most studies on future drought
usually address meteorological drought (Standardised Precipitation Index) or
soil moisture drought (Palmer Drought SI, Soil Moisture Anomaly). So far, only
a few studies dealt with future drought in groundwater or river flow (hydrological
drought) on a continental scale or on a global scale. This paper aims to present
an overview on hydrological drought on large scales in the 21st century under
natural conditions and then to provide an outlook on how to proceed.
The first studies on large-scale hydrological future hydrological drought used
projected annual runoff from Global Circulation Models (GCMs). The outcome
was very much connected to change in the driving force, in particular the annual precipitation. Trend studies on historic drought showed that projections of
annual total flow only is too broad, because relevant intra-year changes occur.
Moreover, the spatial scale of the GCMs was considered to be too coarse.
In the last 5-10 years, outcome from GCMs was downscaled and bias corrected and then used as driving force for off-line land surface models (LSMs) and
global hydrological models (GHMs/GIMs). The spatial scale of the LSMs and
GHMs/GIMs (50 km2 ) is more appropriate to contemplate differences in land
surface properties and hydrolog. processes can be implemented in more detail.
Studies in transects across Europe using three CMIP3 GCMs show that the
multi-model mean annual river flow under natural conditions likely will decrease
(max. 40-70%) with a higher probability by the end of the century. The noise
(lack of skills of GHMs fed with GCM to reconstruct past simulated runoff)
is rather large relative to climate change signal. The climate change - noise
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ratio is much larger for drought characteristics. The average drought duration
is projected to increase (B1 scenario: 100-200%, A2 scenario: 275-325%) by the
end of the 21st century. A study with the same CMIP3 CGMs and a single
GHM for all climate regions across the globe confirm the increase in drought
duration. The increase in average duration is connected to a substantial lower
drought frequency. The projected severity (aver. deficit volume) of the remaining
drought events will increase by 100-125% (A2 scenario, 2071-2100). In a final
study using CMIP3 GCMs, observed river flow from 41 river basins across the
globe was used to develop a methodology to select combinations of GCM-GHM
(n=15) to reduce the noise in the assessment of future low flow and hydrological
drought. In about 65% of the river basins there were sufficient GCM-GHM
combinations (n>=5) to predict future hydrological drought, but in not more
that 25% of the river basins 10 or more combinations were available.
More recently, future hydrological was assessed by using five CMIP5 CGMs,
seven GIMs and four emission scenarios (RCPs). Under the most extreme scenario (RCP8.5), the area in drought is projected to exceed 40% of the global area
in almost 50% of the GCM-GIM combinations with a strong climate change –
noise ratio. In a follow-up study with the same GCMs and RCPs, one single
GIM was used to explore hydrological drought in the 21st century that considers
adaptation to future changes in hydrological regime (transient vs. non-transient
variable threshold method, VTMt vs. VTM). The global area in drought in
2071-2100 is rather similar to 1971-2000 when drought was estimated using a
gradually changing hydrological regime (VTMt). In about 25% of the globe,
both the average drought duration and the deficit volume is projected to increase
(RCP8.5) by the end of the 21st century (VTMt), whereas both characteristics
will increase in over 60% of the globe (VTM).
Based upon the experiences with the large-scale studies using downscaled
and bias-corrected CMIP3 and CMIP5 GCM outcome in LSMs, GHMs/GIMs,
improvement of the assessment of future hydrol. will be discussed, which include:
(i) role of catchment storage, (ii) hyper resolution modeling and parameterisation, (iii) selection of models in a multi-model setting, (iv) definition of drought
(transient def.), and (v) influence of human impacts (water use and reservoir
operation).
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This works aims at providing a understanding of the different types of modelling
uncertainties associated with future low-flow projections. Hydrological projections come indeed at the bottom of the well-known cascade of uncertainty and
therefore potentially integrate all types of modeling uncertainties related to both
climate and hydrological. The specificity of low flow characteristics is their tight
dependency on catchment processes, suggesting a non negligible contribution of
the hydrological modelling step to the overall uncertainty.
This study builds on an extensive top-down climate impact approach set up
within the R2D2-2050 project. This integrated assessment project aims at informing water resource adaptation strategies for the Durance river basin located
in the Southern French Alps, by confronting future hydroclimate projections to
prospective scenarios of water demand and water use. Future water resource
estimates have been based on 11 runs from 4 GCMs from the ENSEMBLES
project under the A1B emissions scenario. These large-scale projections have
been further statistically downscaled with 3 probabilistic methods based on the
k-nearest neighbours resampling approach, leading to 330 spatially distributed
climate projections. Downscaled projections have then been used as forcings to
6 diverse hydrological models, from global conceptual to physically-based fully
distributed, in order to derive transient hydrological projections from 1961 to
2065 for up to 25 stations over the basin.
Most of the Durance subcatchments are under the influence of both the
Alpine and Mediterranean climates, which leads to two distinct periods of low
flows, one in winter when precipitation is stored as snowpack and one in late
summer after the snowmelt. Analyses have therefore been applied separately to
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the two periods to infer the future evolution of low flows characteristics and its
consistency among the range of available projections. Several analysis of variance (ANOVA) frameworks have further been applied to quantify the respective
contributions of climate and hydrological modeling uncertainties on the results
and their evolution over time.
Results first show contrasted evolutions according to the season and the
catchment, with little evolution in winter low flows for high-elevation catchments, and a dramatic decrease in summer low flows over the whole basin. The
contribution of the hydrological modelling step to the overall uncertainty is moreover limited in winter, but high in summer with a pronounced increase over time.
This last result critically suggests a divergence of climate change responses between the hydrological models in terms of summer low flows, potentially due to
difference in the implementation of snowmelt processes.
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We focus on the significance of anthropogenic emissions of long-lived and shortlived greenhouse gases and aerosols on the hydrologic cycle. Using the NOAA/
GFDL global climate models developed for and applied in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth (2007) and Fifth (2013) Assessments, we
investigate the perturbations induced by the human-induced emissions on the
radiative and water balance of the planet, from the global to the regional space
scales. Of particular interest is the manner in which the external forcing agents
cause changes in the surface energy balance, both in clear and cloudy skies,
since the pre-industrial period and into the 21st Century.

We differentiate

between the simulated changes due to the anthropogenic greenhouse gas and
aerosol emissions, and compare the climatic impacts with those obtained for the
natural drivers (e.g., unforced variability, solar and volcanic-induced changes).
The resulting influences due to the radiative forcings on the atmosphere and
precipitation features are analyzed for the different continents, including the
propensity for the initiation of precipitation deficit situations. Where possible,
comparisons are made with available observations. Besides the trends on the
multi-decadal scales, higher resolution climate models are revealing characteristic regional features that are increasingly better simulated. The model-simulated
features, trends and variations are being deployed in a number of impacts sectors
of interest to water resource managers and agriculture e.g., regional-scale precipitation deficit investigations in southwest US and Asia, precipitation severity in
Europe and North America in the 21st Century. Limitations in the applicability
of the models, and how the current state of affair can be improved, will also be
discussed.
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Changes in terrestrial water availability can have pronounced consequences for
ecosystem processes, land-atmosphere interactions and water resources planning.
Although previous studies have found changes in European streamflow with increasing drought in the south and wettening conditions in the north, there is
to date no formal assessment of the significance of these changes. Similarly, the
effect of anthropogenic climate change on these patterns has not been assessed.
This leaves many pending questions regarding the significance and causes of
changes in terrestrial water availability in Europe. Here we investigate regional
patterns in changes of water availability in Europe, using a newly assembled
collection of homogenized streamflow observations that combines data from the
European Water Archive (EWA) and the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC).
Using detection and attribution techniques, emerging patterns of change are
compared to patterns derived from comprehensive Earth System Model simulations driven with natural forcing only, and to simulations forced with historical
changes in anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. The results, consequently,
allow clarifying whether regional water availability in Europe has changed significantly over the past decades and if detected changes are attributable to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions.
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The aim of the paper is an estimation of changes induced by climate variability on
the drought severity in Poland using the Standard Precipitation Index (SPI). The
climatic variables are obtained from the ENSEMBLE project, in the form of time
series of precipitation derived from six different RCM/GCMs: DMI HIRHAM5
ARPEGE, SMHIRCA BCM, RM51 ARPEGE, MPI M REMO ECHAM5, KNMI
RACMO2 ECHAM5 r3 and DMI HIRHAM5 BCM following A1B climate change
scenario for the time periods: 1971-2000, 2021-2050 and 2071-2100. Monthly
precipitation time-series were used for the estimation of Standard Precipitation
Index (SPI) for multiple time scales (1-,3-, 6-, 9-, 12- and 24 months) and spatial
discretisation of 25x25 km2 for the whole country. In the first stage the resulted
SPI indices for the reference period (1971-2000) were compared with SPIs derived
on the basis of e-obs reanalysis for the same period. We also compare the results
obtained with and without bias correction (quantile based mapping method) of
the RCM/GCM outputs. Results indicate a large influence of RCM/GCMs and
bias correction on the low flow indices obtained. Comparison of indices from the
periods 2021-2050 and 2071-2100 with the reference period 1971-2000 confirms
the trends obtained by previous research, in the form of a projected increase of
frequency and intensity of droughts. The projected changes in the near future are
larger than those in the far future. Apart from the choice the simulation model
also the choice of the time-scale has a large impact on the results. The study
shows that SPI indices can be useful in spatio-temporal analysis of droughts in
the region.
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Making use of regression-based approaches in climate change impact assessment
may pose a practical alternative to the application of process-based hydrological
models, especially with respect to low flow extremes. Extended durations and
spatial dimensions allow for a quantitative assessment and exploitation of the interrelations between atmospheric driving forces and streamflow response during
dry periods, and eventually for the prognosis of future low flow conditions based
on climate model input. This study aims at using combinations of climatic indicators, quantifying a variety of meteorological drought characteristics, to model
specific low flow indices, based solely on multiple linear regressions. The area
under investigation is the federal state of Lower Saxony, Germany. Records of
daily streamflow of variable length are available for 268 gauges, while climatic
variables, interpolated on a 1x1-km grid exist for the period 1951 to 2011. The
daily time series pose the basis for calculation of a set of meteorological and
hydrological indices, serving as regressors and regressands, respectively. Two
approaches are being analyzed: a) a station-based approach, fitting a specific
regression equation at each discharge gauge with sufficient record length, and
b) a regional approach, enabling the estimation of low flow indices at ungauged
sites and stations with minor record length. The station-based procedure is used
for estimation of annual low flow index values from annual meteorological conditions. Subsequent fitting of distribution functions to the estimated values allows
for the assessment of return periods of the low flow indices. The regionalization,
on the other hand, is designed to directly estimate the shapes of the distribution functions by applying L-moment regressions, enabling a direct assessment
of specific index values for the return periods in demand.
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Groundwater droughts in the UK adversely affect water supplies to the public,
industry and agriculture in addition to limiting groundwater discharge to surface
waters and ecosystems. Groundwater drought events are spatially heterogeneous
reflecting variations in rainfall and aquifer properties. Variations in factors such
as the volume of groundwater stores and the hydraulic conductivity of aquifers
influence the local resilience of groundwater to meteorological drought and the
rate at which groundwater supplies recover once the meteorological drought has
passed.
A thorough understanding of historic drought episodes is valuable in forecasting the evolution of future droughts, in predicting where the effects of the
drought will be most strongly felt and in targeting mitigation efforts. This
understanding can be expressed via empirical models of the spatial and temporal variation of groundwater levels. Given the spatial heterogeneity of drought
episodes it is vital that these models reflect a wide range of locations.
Organisations such as the Environment Agency and the British Geological
Survey hold records of groundwater levels from thousands of UK boreholes.
These data can potentially be used to calibrate empirical models. However there
are many challenges associated with such exercises. The groundwater records
are of different durations. The groundwater levels are often observed at irregular
intervals and incidents such as the 2001 foot and mouth outbreak prevent access
to many sites. This irregular sampling means that the records are not necessarily
fully representative of the groundwater level variation within the borehole and it
impedes the use of standard statistical time series models and the identification
of drought events.
We describe the development of a robust methodology to model the temporal variation of groundwater levels in each borehole using linear mixed models
(LMMs) which are estimated by residual maximum likelihood. These models are
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more commonly associated with representations of spatial variation. The LMMs
represent the temporal groundwater level variation in terms of fixed and random effects. The fixed effects account for the underlying variation – in our model
this variation is driven by accumulated rainfall at the site. The accumulation
period varies from site to site (reflecting variations in aquifer properties) and is
automatically selected via a series of likelihood ratio tests. The random effects
represent the temporal correlation amongst the data and allow us to account
for the irregular sampling of the data. The approach is generally applicable and
efficient and is hence suitable to be applied to the large number of available
groundwater records.
We use the models to estimate measures of the duration and severity of UK
droughts and to determine the uncertainty of these estimates. We validate the
models against previous drought episodes (not used in the model calibration).
Finally we consider how the model outputs from the different boreholes can
be interpolated to produce a continuous representation of both the spatial and
temporal variation of groundwater levels and groundwater drought status.
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During the last decades, the Alpine region, and Switzerland in particular, has
experienced several extreme meteorological events, including both droughts and
floods, which have led to severe damage and fatalities. Although Switzerland
is not an arid or semi-arid region, natural climatic variability makes it potentially prone to droughts which mostly affect agriculture and water supply for
hydropower production. After the heat wave experienced in several European
countries in 2003, various areas of scientific research (meteorological, hydrological, agricultural, ecological, environmental, etc.) have focused on drought in the
Alpine region, in order to assess whether it was a rare meteorological event or
possibly a signal of climate change.
In this work, spatial and temporal features of meteorological droughts in
Switzerland have been investigated through identification and quantification of
the number of events, duration, severity and areal extent of droughts on gridded
monthly precipitation data for the entire country (2x2 km) during the period
1961-2012. To this end, the Run method has been employed to probabilistically
characterize drought occurrences as well as to analyze their spatial variability.
Spatial features have also been investigated by means of Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) applied to Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) series with
12-month aggregated time scale, in order to detect areas with distinct drought
variability. Furthermore, a probabilistic analysis of drought areal extent has
been carried out by applying an SPI-based procedure to derive Severity-AreaFrequency (SAF) curves.
Results reveal that Switzerland has experienced droughts in the last 50 years
with prolonged dry spells and that there are regions in the south of Switzerland
where the occurrence of droughts seems to be more severe than in other regions.
In particular, the application of the Run method shows that Ticino and Valais
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are the most potentially prone drought regions, since accumulated deficit in precipitation is significantly higher (up to two times) in comparison to other Swiss
regions. Anomalies in rainfall exhibit high spatial correlation, showing uniform
sub-regions that have climatic similarities. These results are also confirmed by
PCA. The SAF analysis indicates that precipitation anomalies have in fact affected large areas of Switzerland in the past, and not only in 2003 (e.g. January
1962, August 1991).
This research provides the methodology for studying the drought phenomenon
in the Alpine region. The results of the work show the importance and need
of investigating droughts also in the Alpine region where the perception and
awareness of this natural hazard is still lacking, while fast economic growth in
agriculture, industry and energy production as well as changes in climate could
increase drought risk in the future.
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Low-flow simulation and forecasting remains a difficult issue for hydrological
modellers, and intercomparison of approaches can be extremely instructive to assess existing low-flow prediction models and to develop more efficient operational
tools. This communication will present the main results of the PREMHYCE
project, a collaborative experiment conducted to compare low-flow simulation
and forecasting models on catchments in France. Five hydrological models (four
lumped storage-type models and one distributed physically-oriented model) were
applied within a common evaluation framework and assessed using a common
set of criteria. Two simple benchmarks describing the average streamflow variability were used to set minimum levels of acceptability for model performance
in simulation and forecasting modes.
Tests on 21 unregulated catchments were recently detailed by Nicolle et al.
(2013). Results showed that, in simulation as well as in forecasting modes, all hydrological models performed almost systematically better than the benchmarks.
Although no single model outperformed all the others for all catchments and
criteria, a few models appeared more satisfactory than the others on average.
In forecasting mode, we defined maximum useful forecasting lead times beyond
which the model does not bring useful information compared to the benchmark.
This maximum useful lead time logically varies among catchments, but also depends on the model used. Simple multi-model approaches that combine the
outputs of the five hydrological models were tested in an attempt to improve
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simulation and forecasting efficiency. We found that on average the multi-model
approach was more robust and can provide better performance than individual
models.
The presentation will mainly focus on the complementary tests made on 11
additional catchments regulated by dams or influenced by water withdrawals.
The methodology applied to account for human influences will be explained.
The main differences with the results obtained on unregulated catchments will
be presented, and we will discuss the operational perspectives of this project.
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Agricultural droughts are considered among the most catastrophic natural disasters because they have the potential to diminish crop yields causing economic
damage or threatening the livelihood of societies. An agricultural drought occurs if a soil moisture index is falling below a threshold (typically, a quantile
that is equaled or not exceeded 20% of the time). State of the art drought monitoring and forecasting systems combine information from various observational
data sources to provide the best possible estimate of current drought conditions.
Additionally, some of these systems also incorporate seasonal meteorological
forecasts to estimate future drought conditions. Meteorological forecasting skill,
however, in particular that of precipitation, is limited to a few weeks because of
the chaotic behavior of the atmosphere. One of the most important challenges
in drought forecasting is to understand how the uncertainty in the atmospheric
forcings (e.g., precipitation) is further propagated into hydrologic variables such
as soil moisture.
A large atmospheric ensemble has the potential to overcome the aforementioned challenge. The North-American Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME) is the
latest collection of a multi-institutional seasonal forecasting ensemble and allows
to test the hypothesis that a large meteorological ensemble increases drought
forecasting skill at various lead times. In particular, it is investigated if the ensemble is already large enough for achieving a robust drought forecasting by subsequently selecting different sub-ensembles from it and evaluating their forecasting skill. Sub-ensemble selection methods are readily available and have already
been successfully applied in the evaluation of ENSEMBLES regional climate
models (RCMs) to reproduce observed extreme meteorological indices. Furthermore, the forecast provided by these dynamical models is compared to that of
a simple statistical forecasting model. This statistical model uses geopotential
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height and antecedent soil moisture conditions to provide future soil moisture
estimates.
The aforementioned hypothesis is tested for the European 2003 drought
event. The monthly NMME forecasts are bias corrected and downscaled to
daily values to force the mesoscale hydrological model (mHM). The modeling
period encompasses the period from January 1st to September 30th 2003. The
study area ranges roughly from 10 ◦ W to 40 ◦ E and 35 ◦ N to 55 ◦ N and covers
large parts of the Pan-European domain.
Preliminary results indicate that the full NMME leads to more robust drought
statistics than those obtained if only limited forecasts are considered. Based on
the fact that sub-ensemble selection has proven to be beneficial for increasing
the skill of RCMs to reproduce extreme indices, it is expected that a subset of
the full NMME ensemble could be found that exhibits at least the same fidelity
to forecast the European 2003 drought event as the full ensemble. Furthermore,
it is expected that the statistical model is able to provide a more skillful soil
moisture forecast on short lead times (i.e. less than three months), but is outperformed by the forecast achieved with the dynamical models on longer lead
times (i.e. six to nine months).
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An effective drought management can be pursued only if reliable monitoring and
forecasting tools, able to promptly warn against the occurrence of forthcoming
severe events, are in operation. Among the several proposed drought monitoring indices, the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) has found widespread
use to monitor dry and wet periods of precipitation aggregated at different time
scales. Many recent studies have analyzed the role of SPI for drought forecasting, with particular regard to the assessment of transition probabilities between
SPI drought classes. Furthermore, the influence exerted by some prominent
patterns of large scale atmospheric circulation variability (commonly referred
as to “teleconnections”), such as El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) or European Blocking (EB), on regional climatic features has been investigated and some effects of NAO on European climate has
been observed and analyzed in several studies.
In the paper two probabilistic models to forecast one, two and three-month
ahead SPI drought class transition probabilities from a current SPI drought
class and from a current SPI value, respectively, are presented and extended in
order to include information provided by an exogenous variable, such as a teleconnection index. Both models have been applied and tested with reference to
SPI series computed on average areal precipitation in Sicily region (Italy), making use of NAO as exogenous variable. Results seem to indicate that drought
transition probabilities in Sicily are generally affected by NAO index. Furthermore, application of a simple score approach to quantitatively assess the skill in
forecasting of the proposed models, shows that the one which assesses transition
probabilities from current SPI and NAO values to future SPI classes outperforms
the other models.
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In the past decades, Europe experienced several severe drought events with diverse environmental and socio-economic impacts. Based on a number of different
datasets and methods the EU FP-7 project DROUGHT R&SPI has investigated
this diversity and the potential causes for similarities and differences in past
drought impacts across different European countries and geoclimatic regions.
The establishment of the European Drought Impact report Inventory (EDII)
played a central role in this investigation. This database already contains over
2500 entries and is now available to the public online allowing for more entries
from the community. All textual impact reports from reliable sources are classified into 15 impact categories representing different sectors and a number of
sub-types. They are referenced in time and space to allow mapping and linkage to other information such as quantitative information on the hydroclimatic
drought hazard and on factors that influence regional to local drought vulnerability. The collection and analyses that were carried out over the project’s duration
suggest many commonalities across Europe, for instance the dominance of impacts on agriculture. Impacts on water supply, energy and industry, however,
are less comparable across Europe reflecting rather different water use systems
and association with different drought types and specific vulnerabilities. Hence,
for monitoring and prediction of impacts on these sectors has to be customized
regionally to locally. This contribution presents the similarities and differences
found in the collection of impact reports across Europe and the lessons learned
for the assessment of vulnerability and risk across diverse geoclimatic regions. It
further outlines suggestions for the continuation of the impact report collection
beyond the project’s life span and potential of its further use.
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Climate change has brought remarkable changes in hydrological regime over the
last decades and causes consequent periodical drying out of water-courses (meant
as the absence of surface flow) not only in the Mediterranean but also in Central
Europe where the percentage of annually drying up small streams has increased
remarkably. Increasing stream intermittency in this region is probably associated
with changes in the distribution of precipitation and higher evapotranspiration
during the season, and also with hydrological alterations of anthropogenic origin.
Regardless of the cause of drying up of small water-courses, we use the analysis
of aquatic macroinvertebrate community as an effective tool for the detection of
dry periods in stream’s recent history.
The main expected project outcomes include (i) risk maps assessing stream
vulnerability to drought and (ii) a bioindication method evaluating the presence
and possibly the extent of dry periods with a defined probability rate. Due
to lack of long term data for the evaluation of drought-related impacts on the
macroinvertebrate community structure in the Central Europe, we analyzed data
from the Czech state monitoring database SALAMANDER (collected in 19962010) and our own data collected within the ongoing BIODROUGHT project
(2012-2015), www.biodrought.eu. We preclude that drought acts as an ecological filter which leaves its “footprint” in macroinvertebrate community structure
for a certain time period and the structural changes in species composition and
representation of species traits correspond with the spatial and temporal extent of drought impairment. While the drought sensitive taxa (i.e. potential
permanency indicators) are depleted, the proportion of advantageous traits and
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drought resistant taxa or good colonizers increases and stays on higher level for
a specific time period after stream re-flooding. We want to incorporate traditional and frequently used indices (e.g. saprobic index) calculated on the basis
of macroinvertebrate community composition in drought indication, but also
new metrics are tested. This unique retrospective approach, which employs the
combination of the presented methods (indicator taxa analysis, species traits
analysis and indices), can be used not only to uncover the previous dry episodes,
but also to validate the developed drought risk maps.
Preliminary results, which are only available now, show lower abundances
and number of taxa in intermittent streams and remarkable differences between
intermittent and permanent streams in terms of the representation of specific
traits (e.g. flow velocity preferences, locomotion type, voltinism etc.). These
results are very promising, although we must keep in mind that the response of
macroinvertebrates may differ slightly in relation to local conditions (e.g. refugia availability, recolonisation sources or hydromorphological status of a water
course). Regardless of certain variability in community response to drought, we
developed useful retrospective method which provides reliable results, unattainable by conventional tools.
The project is supported by the Technology agency of the Czech Republic
no. TA02020395.
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The aim is to evaluate the impacts of global changes on water scarcity in the
Mediterranean. We develop a generic hydroeconomic model able to confront
future water supply and demand on a large scale, taking into account man-made
reservoirs. The assessment of the cost is done at the scale of river basins, using
only information available at a regional scale. The methodology can thus be
generalized.
On the supply side, we evaluate the impacts of climate change on water resources. Reservoirs are located using Aquastat. Runoff is taken from the outputs
of CNRM Meteo France climatic model (Dubois et al., 2010). Sub-basin flow
accumulation zone of each reservoir is determined based on a Digital Elevation
Model (hydro1k). On the basis of this information the available quantity of
water at each site is computed.
On the demand side, agricultural and domestic demands are projected in
terms of both quantity and economic value.
Globally available data on irrigated areas and crops are combined in order
to determine irrigated crops localization. Then, crops irrigation requirements
are computed for the different stages of the growing season using Allen (1998)
method with Heargrave potential evapotranspiration. Irrigation water economic
value, the opportunity benefit of water, is based on a yield comparison approach
between rainfed and irrigated crops. Potential irrigated and rainfed yields are
taken from LPJmL (Blondeau et al., 2007), or from FAOSTAT by making simple
assumptions on yield ratios.
For the domestic sector, we project the combined effects of economic development and water costs evolution on future demands. The method consists in
building 3-blocks inverse demand functions where volume limits evolve with the
level of GDP per capita, with a saturation (similar to WaterGAP methodology).
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The value of water along the demand curve is determined from elasticity, price
and quantity data from the literature, using the point-extension method, and
from water costs data.
Then projected demands are confronted to future water availability. Operating rules for water allocation between demands are based on the maximization
of water benefits; a parameterisation-simulation-optimisation approach is used.
This gives a projection of future droughts in the different locations and an estimation of the associated direct economic losses from unsatisfied demands.
The regional generic hydroeconomic model will be applied to North Africa.
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Low flow and drought studies in Europe have gained increased attention in recent
decades and achieved recognition as an important research area. Notable, the
European FRIEND project put the topic on the international research agenda
in the 1980’s and contributed with several reports and scientific papers on low
flows in particular. A special focus was given to the derivation of low flow
statistics, regional analyses (beyond the national scale) and estimation at the
ungauged site. With the EU-project ARIDE (Assessment of the regional impact of droughts in Europe) covering the period 1998-2000, focus shifted partly
from low flows to drought, with a motivation to increase knowledge on the development, extent and spatial characteristics of drought at the European scale.
ARIDE was followed by a series of EU projects on drought, which with the
support of numerous nationally studies, significantly have increased our understanding of drought as a natural hazard, its dynamic nature and generating processes across the wide range of hydroclimatic regions in Europe. Studies have
not been limited to hydrological drought, but have explored different types of
droughts, including the propagation from its origin as a meteorological drought
through reduced soil moisture and finally, manifestation as a drought in streamflow and groundwater. Advances have been made in the identification of major
pan-European events, their characteristics and drivers as well in the effort to
identify impact-relevant indicators for drought monitoring. However, challenges
still remain in reproducing low flow dynamics by hydrological (and land surface)
models, which influence the ability of such models to satisfactory map spatial
and temporal patterns of large-scale hydrological droughts. A joint outcome of
several drought projects has been the establishment and continuous development
of the European Drought Center1 (EDC), a community effort across institutions
and projects. The EDC recently became host for the European Drought Reference (EDR) database and the European Drought Impact Report Inventory
(EDII) developed as part of the EU project DROUGHT-R&SPI2. A better un80

derstanding of the links between physical indicators and key drivers of drought is
vital for the application of this knowledge to drought forecasting, whereas a better understanding of the links between physical indicators and drought impacts
is critical to improve drought preparedness and support drought management
plans. This presentation highlights key achievements in low flow and drought
research in Europe with a special emphasis on the identification of low flow and
drought episodes or events, detection of recent changes, ability to model low flow
behavior and key characteristics and main drivers of major historical events.
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Climate change impacts on low flows and droughts may have a significant impact on socio-economic systems. In this talk selected results of the Austrian
project initiative CILFAD (Climate Impacts on Low Flows And Droughts) are
presented, comprising the following topics: (i) linking meteorological drought indices to streamflow, (ii) assessing future drought probabilities based on regional
climate model simulations and (iii) merging multiple methodological approaches
for robust future low flow and drought projections.
The first topic deals with the interplay between atmospheric forcing and
catchment response on low flows and streamflow anomalies. A comprehensive
analysis between meteorological drought indices and stream flow indices was
carried out to quantify the strength of the relationship. The focus of that analysis
was to decipher major influences on the characteristics of these links and to
distinguish between climatic and catchment drivers.
The second topic deals with atmospheric projections of drought characteristics in Austria and the Greater Alpine Region. Regional Climate Model (RCM)
simulations under three different emission scenarios were used to quantify changing probabilities in future drought occurrence and also to assess spatial patterns
and main drivers (precipitation or evapotranspiration) for drought probability
changes.
In the last part, both types of information are combined into a synoptic
view of future low flows and droughts. This includes assessments of streamflow
trends as output of the system, but also rainfall-runoff projections of atmospheric
projections, and stochastic projections which combine gained knowledge about
atmospheric drought signals and the link to streamflow drought. The synopsis
of different approaches rooted between the fields of climatology and hydrology,
shall enable more consistent estimates of past, present and future drought.
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Drought is a hazard that lends itself as well to diligent monitoring and early
warning. Unlike most hazards, the fact that droughts typically evolve slowly,
can last for months or years and cover vast areas spanning multiple political
boundaries/jurisdictions and economic sectors can make it a daunting task to
monitor, mitigate and plan for.
The National Drought Mitigation Center (NDMC) works to reduce societal
vulnerability to drought by helping decision makers at all levels to: implement
drought early warning and decision support systems, understand and prevent
drought impacts and increase long-term resilience to drought through proactive
planning. The NDMC is a national center founded in 1995 at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln in the United States. The NDMC conducts basic and applied
research along with the development and maintenance of a number of operational
drought-related activities, including the U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM), North
American Drought Monitor (NADM), Drought Impact Reporter (DIR), Drought
Risk Atlas (DRA) and the Vegetation Drought Response Index (VegDRI).
In addition to our coordinated efforts with the National Integrated Drought
Information System (NIDIS) (drought.gov), the NDMC is working with many
partners around the world to help form a collaboration and coordination nexus
with an ultimate goal of building comprehensive global drought early warning
and information systems (GDEWIS).
This presentation will describe in more detail the various drought resources,
tools, services and collaborations already being provided by the NDMC and its
partners along with a look at what is in the works for the future in helping others
toward developing drought early warning and information systems in the U.S.
and around the world.
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The Jucar River Basin District (JRBD) is one of the most vulnerable areas
to drought of the western Mediterranean region due to climate characteristics
(mostly semiarid), high water exploitation indexes (water scarcity), and very
high space and time variability of precipitation (leading to a highly seasonal, and
inter-annual variability in the river flows). Hydrological droughts in this region
are frequent, and they can be very intense and with duration of years (frequently
more than 3 years). For these reasons, adaptation to drought has been a constant
objective of people living in this area; especially water users (mostly irrigated
districts and cities). Adaptation has been carried out by infrastructure development, but also by organizational innovation. Therefore, partnerships have been
developed since many years ago in the area.
Initially, single-sectorial partnerships were predominant, but in 1936 an MSP
was created which included all major sectors of water uses, the main bodies
of the central administration related to water, as well as provincial and local
representatives. Its name in Spanish (Confederación Hidrográfica del Júcar CHJ) literally means Júcar River Basin Partnership. Later, the diversification
of interests within the CHJ related to the different aspects of water planning
and management revealed the necessity of dividing the decision making process
aspects into several internal bodies. These bodies have always had the intentionality of including all, or the most, of the voices interested in the topics addressed.
Therefore, a cluster of satellite MSPs have been created along the years to deal
with the different problems existing within the JRBD. In this document, we will
describe the existing, or envisaged, MSPs related to drought risk management
and mitigation to a higher or a lower extent. Among them, we will focus on the
Permanent Drought Commission (PDC), including representatives of the same
partners (sectors and stakeholders) mentioned before, and which is in action in
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times of drought, until recovery to normality. The importance of the PDC is
very high, since its decision will influence the management and mitigation of the
drought episodes, when very high potential damages and risk to economy and
human safety can happen.
In the present document, the genesis and objectives of the MSPs will be described, as well as the stakeholders and their role. Besides of the CHJ and the
PDC, other satellite and collateral MSPs will be mentioned and depicted, mainly
in order to show how different MSPs can interact and cooperate for the general
objective of drought hazard risk reduction. The Special Plan for Drought Planning and Management designed by CHJ will also be mentioned and explained,
since it is nowadays the basis for a proactive approach against droughts. Measures available to the MSPs to reduce risk and to improve resilience will be
described, including economic instruments. And also, the transferability of the
experiences to other regions and countries will be explored.
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Europe has repeatedly been affected by droughts, resulting in considerable ecological and economic damage and climate change studies indicate a trend towards
increasing climate variability most likely resulting in more frequent drought occurrences also in Europe.
Against this background, the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre
(JRC) is developing methods and tools for assessing, monitoring and forecasting
droughts in Europe and develops a European Drought Observatory (EDO) to
complement and integrate national activities with a European view.
At the core of EDO is a portal, including a map viewer, a metadata catalogue, a media-monitor and analysis tools. Underlying data stem from ground
and satellite observations as well as from distributed hydrological models and
are stored in a relational database. Through the map viewer Europe-wide upto-date information on the occurrence and severity of droughts is presented,
complemented by more detailed information from regional, national and local
observatories through OGC compliant web-mapping services. The continentwide meteorological, soil moisture-related and vegetation-related indicators are
then integrated into combined indicators showing different alert levels targeted
specifically to decision makers in water and land management. Finally, time
series of historical maps as well as graphs of the temporal evolution of drought
indices can be retrieved and analysed.
On-going work is focusing on developing reliable medium and long-range
probabilistic drought forecasts, the assessment of drought impacts in different
sectors, the analysis of climate change impacts on drought occurrence, duration
and severity as well as the analysis of current and future drought hazard and
risk.
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As a tool EDO contributes to the development of a Global Drought Information System (GDIS) and provides support to the Integrated Drought Management Programme (IDMP). With its multi-level setup EDO could serve as
a model on how to build a global drought information system from drought
observatories on different continents and at different spatial scales. In this context similar set-ups for drought observatories for Africa and South and Central
America have been tested in the frame of research and collaboration projects.
The presentation will provide an overview on the development and state of
EDO, the different products, as well as options for further development.
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Droughts are globally occurring natural hazards which have been shown to have
severe impacts in a variety of sectors and on a variety of scales. Monitoring and
Early Warning (M&EW) systems help society to be better prepared for upcoming drought events. Typically, these systems are based on drought indicators
which have rarely been tested against observed drought impacts. The DRIVER
project is seeking to compare available drought indicators with drought impacts,
using some of the most advanced available M&EW systems on a continental scale
(which can be found in the United States, Australia and Europe). However, this
analysis of indicator-to-impact relationships requires detailed knowledge about
differences in drought characteristics on these continents, in order to provide
a “baseline” of droughts in these widely-varying climatic and geographical settings. This is particularly important for hydrological (i.e. streamflow) droughts
that are generally one of the more under-developed parts of M&EW systems and
which, compared to meteorological or agricultural droughts, are more heavily influenced by landscape properties such as catchment topography, soils, geology,
etc.
The aim of this study is therefore to compare drought characteristics in nearnatural streams on these three continents, using a dataset of around 1000 catchments. Drought Duration Curves (DDC), a cumulative distribution of drought
durations, are computed per station and used as a proxy for this comparison.
Ensembles of these DDC are grouped per continent and their properties are
utilized to quantify differences in drought characteristics.
A second step is to explain continental differences in drought characteristics.
What are the main drivers for these differences? And are these drivers mainly
based on climate or physical catchment properties? To answer these questions,
different subsets of DDC ensembles are selected using grouping criteria such as
climate, precipitation, average basin elevation or soil type.
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The results show continental differences in drought characteristics and the
influence of different drivers on these characteristics. Furthermore, these results
are used to see whether similar drivers (e.g. soil type X or climate Y) show similar
characteristics on different continents. The homogeneity within the different
subsets of DDC ensembles serves as a proxy to test the significance of grouping.
The methodology was found to provide useful information. Nevertheless,
the drought identification method applied in this study is only one of the many
drought identifications methods available. Robustness of this analysis needs to
be obtained by testing different drought identification methods. In the end,
further work will relate the different hydrological drought indicators with each
other, with the ultimate goal to find the indicator(s) that can best be linked to
reported drought impacts across these diverse study areas.
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Groundwater runoff and its changes were evaluated for 57 catchments of the
Slovak part of the Tatra Mts. Massif. The Tatra Mts. are located in the northern part of Slovakia and create a natural border with the Poland. They can be
divided into three parts: (1) western, called Zapadne Tatry Mts. or Rohace, (2)
central, called Vysoke Tatry Mts., and (3) eastern part, called Belianske Tatry
Mts. These three parts differ in geological structure and rocks they are built of,
as well as by climatic conditions. Western part is built of metamorphic rocks
with the Mesozoic carbonatic envelope; central part is built of granitic rocks
with very spare occurrence of Mesozoic carbonates. Mesozoic rocks of Triassic age prevail in the eastern part. The western part is the most wind-ward
located part, the central and eastern part are precipitation-shaded in a different rate. Time series longer than 30 years were at the disposal at 16 discharge
gauging profiles. The rest of time series had the shorter length; most of them
were observed within the hydrogeological investigation works in the past. All
the data was statistically processed. Daily base flow values were derived from
the discharges using the local minimum method, long-term average values were
calculated using the methods of Kille and Castany. Base flow values were recalculated into specific base flows in order to be able to compare the different
catchments. Specific groundwater runoff values in geologically different catchments were inter-compared within respective hydrological decades. The results
showed differences in respect to groundwater runoff values and their seasonality.
After that surface and groundwater drought occurrence was analyzed using the
Threshold Level and the Sequent Peak Algorithm methods. Research results
were compared with known data on groundwater drought occurrence in other
areas of Slovakia and some other countries.
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Changes in agricultural droughts were investigated using simulations of soil water deficit (SWD) and actual evapotranspiration (ETA) from a distributed semiempirical soil water balance model - swbEWA. At the European scale both SWD
and ETA did not change significantly between 1951 and 2011. However, significant increases in SWD were found in southern Europe, except in western Turkey,
whereas in northern Europe changes in SWD remain small. ETA increased significantly as a joint response to increased air temperature and precipitation in
northern Europe.
Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis applied to the model outputs
demonstrate that large-scale agricultural droughts are influenced by the recurrence of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and by atmospheric blocking.
This has been achieved by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients (RPearson) between SWD and NAO and atmospheric blocking for each month of the
year.
During a negative phase of NAO, storms over the North Atlantic and Europe
are less frequent and as a consequence dry weather in Europe is observed. Positive NAO influences agricultural drought in Europe by shifting storms tracks
from the North Atlantic onto European continent to more northerly paths, which
in turn decreases the amount of precipitation over central Europe.
Large soil water deficits are mainly influenced by atmospheric blocking. Notably, winter blocking increases the severity of agricultural droughts in southwestern Europe, while summer blocking influences agricultural droughts in southeastern Europe. Notwithstanding, the first three EOFs contribute to less than
40 % of the total spatial variability of soil water deficit. This shows that agricultural droughts are complex phenomena that can be only partly explained by
extreme NAO or by intensive atmospheric blocking.
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In montane regions, the quantity and quality of forested basins streamflow is
complex due to spatial and temporal variability of the hydrological processes
and land cover. Simple water quality parameters can be used as indicators to
understand the contributions of sub-streams, in-stream hydrological behaviors,
and runoff formation.
We therefore aim to i) test applicability of the monitoring from automated
sensor networks, coupling high frequency water level measurement and detection
of simple hydro-chemical parameters, namely electronic conductivity (EC), for
analysis of runoff response of montane catchments; ii) to use Q-EC patterns to
identify catchment’s response to different types of rainfall-runoff events; and iii)
to use Q-EC patterns to distinguish differences in runoff response of catchments
with different extents and types of forest disturbance or damage, helping to
better understand the changing dynamics of runoff processes in the disturbed
areas.
Six experimental catchments within the upper Vydra basin, in the Central
Sumava Mountains, were chosen as the study sites. Each of these six catchments has an area approx. 2-5 km2 and covers different types of physiographic
conditions, land cover related to forest properties and disturbance. The automatic monitoring network of the experimental catchments consists of water
stages, WT, and EC measurements at the outlets, among which 3 stations have
continuously collected meteorological data (precipitation, snow depth, and air
temperature) in 10-minute interval since 2009.
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In the study, from 73 events occurred in 2008-2013, different rainfall-runoff
events–storm/rain on dry/wet condition, and long-term rain were classified to
6 groups by using Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) method. In
general, the EC performed in a positive correlation with Q. Specifically, each
type of events result in significantly different responses of Q and EC level and
the Q-EC loop pattern (shape, slope, and direction). Moreover, the responses
of Q-EC significantly differ among catchments with moderate forest disturbance
(PTA &CIK), heavy forest disturbance (BRE) and clear-cutting (ANT). These
responses to the rainfall-runoff events, the loop of each hydro-chemical parameter
give information about the in-stream flow pathways in different catchments with
varying forest cover.
The contribution of this study gives an alternative to high-cost techniques
and an application of using simple natural tracers to indirectly quantify rainfallrunoff processes in stream as well as the role of sub-stream to the whole basin.
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With a focus on global food security, my study will look at drought incidents
in different regions and investigate globally correlated drought events and their
overall influence on agriculture. Looking at past droughts in different regions of
the world in a short time-span and their joint effects such as price spikes on the
world grain market show clearly that it is important to understand correlated
extreme weather events. Especially under climate change, there is a need to
investigate the probabilities of correlated droughts and their influence of agricultural production.
This study focuses on droughts and drought modelling. For each major crop
producing area (“breadbasket”) of the world the drought pattern will be investigated. Drought characteristics such as duration, frequency or severity will be
examined in each breadbasket separately and the joint probability distribution
of several characteristics will be calculated. Then, a global dependency structure of droughts will be identified by linking the probability distribution of a
certain drought characteristic in one breadbasket with the distribution of the
same variable in another breadbasket using the copula methodology. In that
way, the probability of a severe drought in different breadbaskets at the same
time can be estimated.
In order to identify drought, the Weighted-Anomaly-of-Standardized-Precipitation
(WASP) index by Lion and Barnston (2005) and the Standardized Runoff Index (SRI) are used. Furthermore, the correlation between large-scale circulation
indices such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) or the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) and droughts (Dai et al., 2004; Hannaford et al., 2011) are
used to identify a global dependence structure of droughts.
Due to their multidimensionality, droughts require joint modelling of different
random variables such as drought frequency, duration and severity. In this study
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the copula methodology is used to capture the different aspects of droughts. Copulas are functions which combine univariate distribution functions in order to
form multivariate distribution functions (Shiau, 2006; Shiau et al., 2007). The
copula method is a flexible tool as it allows marginal distributions from different
families to describe and to model dependence between random variables. Especially in drought modelling, the copula method yields clear advantages over a
simple bivariate probability distribution as droughts are complex, multivariate
hydrological events characterized by several correlated random variables (Shiau,
2006). Drought duration is usually exponentially distributed and drought severity is gamma distributed (Shiau, 2006; Shiau et al., 2007; Khedun et al., 2011)
which makes it impossible to use conventional bivariate distributions as they
require the same family for each marginal distribution.
This paper will present an in-depth drought analysis in the major wheat,
maize and soybean producing regions in the US, Brazil, France, Russia, India
and China investigating the correlation between drought frequency, duration
and severity. Furthermore, results will be presented that show a dependence
structure between droughts in different breadbaskets indicating risks for global
crop production.
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This study investigated the relationship between meteorological, agricultural,
and hydrological drought in South Korea, from perspectives of their occurrence
and propagation. The primary cause of a drought is the lack of precipitation over
a large area and for an extensive period of time. Considering various perspectives and interests of drought, there are three main types of drought commonly
used in practice. Meteorological drought is usually defined based on the degree of dryness and the duration of the dry period, which is a departure from
the normal hydro-climatic features of a region. Agricultural drought focuses
on the drought impact on agriculture like soil water deficits, reduced groundwater or reservoir levels needed for irrigation. Hydrological drought usually
occurs following periods of extended precipitation shortfalls that affect water
supply, potentially resulting in significant societal impacts. Since most regions
are closely interconnected by hydrologic systems, the impact of deficit of water/precipitation is propagated through the hydrological cycle. In this study,
employing various drought indices to represent meteorological (e.g., Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI)), agricultural (e.g., Crop Moisture Index (CMI)),
hydrological drought (e.g. Palmer Hydrological Drought Index (PHDI)), the
characteristics of occurrence and propagation of drought are evaluated. The
relationship between meteorological, agricultural, hydrological drought is also
investigated through calculation of class transition probabilities and graphical
representation with actual drought response actions such as enforcing restrictive
water rationing for specific regions.
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The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) is the most widely used index to
characterize droughts that are related to precipitation deficiencies or long preceding periods of precipitation shortages. However, the SPI does not always
deliver the relevant information for hydrological drought management particularly in snow influenced catchments. If precipitation is temporarily stored as
snow, then there is a significant difference between meteorological and hydrological drought because the timing of the melt and rain water being released
to the stream differs from the timing expected from the SPI. We introduce an
extension to the SPI, the Standardized Snow Melt and Rain Index (SMRI), that
accounts for rain and snow melt deficits, which effectively influence streamflow.
The SMRI does not require snow data, but is based
solely on temperature and precipitation. The value of the new index is illustrated for seven Swiss catchments with different degrees of snow influence. For
these catchments the SMRI was found to be an important complementary index
to the SPI to characterize hydrological droughts.
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Several drought indices have been developed to identify drought periods in recent
decades. In this paper, we report on drought events occurrence analysis using the
worldwide established Consecutive Dry Days (CDD) index. This index, based
only on daily precipitation,is on the list of 27 indices, which are recommended for
climate change monitoring by the Expert Team on Climate Change Detection
and Indices (ETCCDI). Two water basins in Slovakia were selected as study
areas according to their different precipitation regimes and the impact of the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). For the drought events occurrence analysis,
observational data in the period 1981 – 2010 and model data in the period 1981
- 2000 were used.The model data origin from the COSMO CLM (COnsortium of
SMall scale MOdelling – in CLimate Modus) model with a horizontal resolution
of 18 km. The analysis is focused on the seasonal drought occurrence and their
trend in last decades. It is supplemented by precipitation trend analysis and the
comparison of the two datasets. This comparison shows that the model data
tend to be wetter than the observations in the northern Slovakia (the Kysuca
water basin), where annual precipitation is higher than in the southern Slovakia
(the Slana water basin). In the latter, both datasets are in quite good agreement.
Acknowledgments: This study was the part of a DBU doctoral research grant
supported also by research grant UK/119/2014.
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Synoptical-statistical analysis of drought and wetness extremes for the territory
of Russia has been conducted using SPI index calculated for 500 stations with
records from 1966 through 2010. Different parameters of SPI frequency distribution and long-term tendencies were calculated as well as spatial characteristics indicating drought and wetness propagation. Results of analysis demonstrate that
during last years there is a tendency of increasing of the intensity of draught and
wetness extremes over Russia. There are fewer droughts in the northern regions.
The drought propagation for the European territory of Russia is decreasing in
June and August, and increasing in July. The situation is opposite for the wetness tendencies. For the Asian territory of Russia, the drought propagation is
significantly increasing in July along with decreasing wetness trend.
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A bivariate probabilistic model is presented in this study to model the dependence between precipitation and soil moisture. Conditional drought risks under
different precipitation scenarios are evaluated based on the established joint
dependence structure. The methodology is illustrated using a case study in
Rhineland-Palatinate, southwest Germany. The gridded monthly precipitation
and soil moisture data covering the period 1960-2008 are extracted from a hydrological modeling system (TRAIN) implemented at our institute, at a spatial
resolution of 1 km x 1 km. This study defines the soil moisture as the drought
index. First, a set of theoretical probability distributions are assessed to find the
most-fitted marginal distribution to precipitation and soil moisture. The joint
dependence structure between precipitation and soil moisture is then established
using several different copula-based models. A Bayesian-integrated copula assessment method is used to assess the performance of the copulas and determine
the most appropriate copula. After establishing the joint dependence, the estimation of drought probability for a defined soil moisture threshold conditioned
upon different precipitation scenarios becomes available. We assess spatial patterns of conditional drought probability (risk) under given precipitation conditions across Rhineland-Palatinate for each month. The pixels (locations) prone
to occurring drought (high risk areas) and those sensitive to precipitation conditions are identified. The patterns of drought risk for different months under
different precipitation conditions across this study region are also characterized.
These findings indicate that the copula-based approach can provide an additional drought risk-estimation and thus would be beneficial for decision makers.
The proposed methodology could also be promising to apply in other European
regions for drought risk estimation.
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Global warming, greenhouse effect, climate change, water resources depletion,
and increased demand for more agricultural products put extra pressure on many
regions in the world. This is required to plan in the region in such a way as to
preserve at least the present situation and, even better, to improve local conditions with the purpose of combating droughts and desertification. Efficient
management strategies should include rules and regulations to reduce the effects of droughts by preparing for potential disaster maps. Temporal and spatial
drought characteristics come into the picture for a drought characteristics analysis. Their predictions require different models including statistics, probability
theory, and stochastic processes. One of widely used methodologies for temporal
drought assessment is the standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), which is used
to quantify the rainfall deficit for several time scales. In the spatial drought
evaluation, drought occurrences at many sites are considered, and with the information and knowledge at individual sites, regional drought characteristics
are evaluated. Spatial treatment of the droughts is mostly achieved by spatial
analysis techniques such as geostatistics. Meanwhile, drought has a stochastic
nature and therefore, the future states of any stochastic process at a particular location, cannot be predicted with certainty. However, based on past data,
it is possible to assess the probability of any particular outcome. Stochastic
processes in which the probability of a future state is dependent only on the
present state and not on any of the past states are said to follow a first order
Markov chains. Markov analyses study dependent random events—events whose
likelihood depends on what happened last, or where the sequence of occurrence
must be considered for analysis. Spatio-temporal characteristics of droughts for
southern part of Iran using geostatistical and Markov chain approaches were
analyzed in this research. A first order Markov Chain approach was used in
this research to deal with uncertain nature of drought and the matrix of tran101

sition probabilities was calculated based on SPI method. The SPI is calculated
from precipitation records, which after fitting to gamma distribution. Then, the
corresponding return period of droughts classes obtained for each station was
calculated and spatial continuity was obtained based on the resulted variograms
in each case. Contouring maps requires the use of some type of interpolation
procedure. Geostatistical approach was used at this stage to prepare iso- probability and iso- return period maps of drought in the region. The calculated maps
show that susceptibility of the region to droughts and water shortage which is a
very useful tool for planners and decision makers to prioritize the region based
on its susceptibility to drought as well as to implement relevant measures in
order to mitigate the effects of droughts.
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The Japanese Islands are surrounded by ocean and having relatively large precipitation caused by typhoon, frontal rain and winter snowfall. However, compared
with continental large rivers, rivers in Japan are very short and steep and most
water supplied in the river basin by precipitation is flowing down into the sea
quite rapidly. Therefore, available water resources in Japan is limited and frequently suffered by water shortage.
In the present study, we focus on the Kiso River System (Kiso Sansen), one
of the largest river system in Japan (9,100 km2 ), consisting of three big river
system (the Kiso River, Nagara River and Ibi River Basin). The river water in
the Kiso Sansen have been used as the source of agricultural, drinking, industrial
and power generation. However, the region frequently suffers drought due to low
amount of rainfall in recent years; there have been restrictions on water intake
from rivers on 15 times during the period from 1996 to 2005.
Under these circumstances, the project of water channel network facility in
the Kiso River System is now under reviewing. The water channel network
facility in the Kiso River System will lead the water made available from the
Tokuyama dam (the largest dam in Japan) at the upper reaches of the Ibi River
to the Kiso River, in order to provide municipal water for Nagoya city (population: approx. 2,2 million) and other cities in Aichi prefecture, and to improve
the river environment during the extreme drought event. This water channel
will provide 1,7 m3 .s−1 of water to the Nagoya city and 2,3 m3 .s−1 of water to
the Aichi prefecture and provide 12,0 m3 .s−1 of water additionally for improving
river environment.
In the present study, a drought analysis of Kiso River System using an Integrated distributed hydrological model (Hydro-BEAM) which can consider actual
reservoir operations, water intake from river channels and the water transfer by
the virtual water channel network facility was conducted. The results showed
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that the water channel network can mitigate the extreme drought and shortening
the period of drought approx. 7 days per year).
Such information will contribute for the better understanding of the future
disaster predictions and integrated water resources (low water) management.
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The main objective of this study is to investigate potential impacts of climate
change on low flows and droughts in Austria. The main idea is to simulate and
compare low flow indices and their changes by using two different approaches. In
the first, a conceptual rainfall-runoff model (TUWmodel, Parajka and Viglione,
2012) is calibrated in 338 catchments that cover a wide range of physiographic
conditions in Austria. In order to assess the uncertainty of rainfall-runoff projections, different variants of model calibration are performed. The model is
calibrated separately in three different decades (1976-86, 1987-97, 1998-08) indicating the impact of time stability of model parameters (Merz et al., 2011) and
by using 11 variants of compound objective function (Merz et al., 2011), indicating the modeling uncertainty. The low flow projections are then estimated
for all calibration variants and four future climate scenarios (ECHAM5-A1, A2,
B1 and HADCM3-A1) by using a delta change approach. The final results are
regionalised for the entire stream network of Austria by the Top-kriging method
(Skøien et al., 2014).
In the second approach, a different strategy focusing on mechanisms of climate induced low flow changes is applied. The mechanisms include increases in
air temperature and hence increases in evaporation and changes in the timing of
snowmelt and changes in seasonal precipitation and hence changes in soil moisture and low flows. The changes in air temperature and precipitation are derived
from the observed historical trends and their extrapolation at selected climate
stations. Based on this strategy, a stochastic model for low flows is set up. This
setup includes the calibration of stochastic rainfall model and the simulation of
an ensemble of 100 possible time series of rainfall and air temperature. This
ensemble is then used as an input for the TUWmodel simulations of low flow
indices.
The rainfall-runoff projections indicate an increase of low flows in the Alps,
typically in the range of 10-30 % and a decrease in south-eastern part of Austria
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(Styria) mostly in the range of -5 - -20 % for the period 2021-50. The change
in the seasonality varies between scenarios, but there is a tendency to earlier
low flows in the Northern Alps and shift to later occurrence in the Eastern
Austria. The uncertainty range from four climate scenarios is within 15-20 %
at the majority of Austria, while the total model uncertainty is much higher,
i.e. more than 50 % particularly in the Alps. This suggests the importance of
selecting objective functions for modeling low flows projections.
The stochastic projections of low flows indicate the important role of air
temperature changes. In some regions, the projections indicate a decrease in low
flows, even if annual precipitation does not decrease. In the Alps, a decrease
in precipitation is compensating by increasing snowmelt, which indicates no
significant change of low flow indices in the future.
References:
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Droughts are among the most dangerous for biosphere and agriculture natural
hazards connected with atmosphere circulation anomalies. Severe famines of
1920s and 1930s in the U.S.S.R. were associated with the extended spring and
summer droughts. Droughts and heat-waves of 1970s and 2010 in the European part of Russia result in forest fires and increase of mortality in Russian
metropolises (Lupo et al., 2012). Despite of this importance, a few important
issues connected with droughts formation are still unresolved. Particularly, it is
not clear how drought occurrence may change with the global climate change
and climate variability (Mokhov et al., 2005; Mokhov and Timazhev, 2013), and
what is the quantitative role of the natural variability and the anthropogenic
forcing in the drought formation over European Russia.
For better understanding of the drought formation mechanisms and drought
occurrence in European Russia long records of high-resolution drought history
are necessary. Tree-ring records can be a key to resolve this issue. Different
efforts to reconstruct decadal variability of precipitation and hydrological history
of the region of the last eight centuries were previously made on the basis of
historical data by Swets (1978), Barash (1988), Klimenko and Sleptsov (2003).
McDonald et al. (2007) used tree-ring records to reconstruct annual runoff of
the major rivers of the northern European Russia. No tree-ring based drought
reconstructions in the East-European Plain exist so far.
Based on the analyses of 74 tree-ring chronologies we’ve shown that conifers
in European Russia are sensitive to soil moisture deficit and Palmer Drought
Severity Index to the south of 55◦ N (Matskovsky and Solomina, 2011). Available absolutely dated chronologies in this region are up to 300 years long, but a
number of floating chronologies from achaeological material for the last millennium also exist. It was shown previously that early and late wood of conifers
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should be analyzed separately to extract information of drought season: spring
drought signature can be found in earlywood while summer droughts correlate
with latewood width. The signatures of severe droughts of 1938-39, 1971-72 and
2009-10 are found in tree-ring records of Voronezh region (Matveev et al., 2012).
The aim of this project is to further extend our tree-ring network to the south
of European Russia and to extract spatial annually-resolved drought history from
it. The reaction of different tree species to the heat wave and drought occurred
in the central and southern parts of the Russian plain in 2010 will be considered
in order to better understand the predictability of the drought using the tree ring
approach in this area. Our main goal is to reconstruct spatial drought history
for the last three centuries based on tree-ring records.
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Dryness has increased over the Mediterranean area in line with a warming period.
Normally, dryness is represented as a function of precipitation and evaporation.
One of the main problems of dryness formulation derives from the appropriate
characterization of evaporation. We propose simpler index to characterize dryness, the difference between mean monthly temperature multiplied by 2 in o C
and monthly precipitation in mm (2T-P); it is derived from the interpretation of
the climograph. Therefore, we compare results of this index with other classical
representation for dryness, such as the difference between potential evaporation
and precipitation (PET-P). The former approach consider only precipitation
and temperature, which are variables with long historical records and facilitate
comparisons between models and observations. However, it only includes temperature to characterize the evaporative demand of the atmosphere. Therefore,
the comparison tries to demonstrate whether the effects of humidity, radiation
and wind are insignificant when analysing variability on a long time scale. Grid
datasets over land of precipitation, temperature and evaporation from CRU
TS3.10 are used to derive the dryness indices. The study is performed with the
standardized local departure from normal conditions. Comparisons of these two
indices allow us to infer the effect of historical warming on dryness over Europe.
We approach the problem over different areas by applying Empirical Orthogonal
Function (EOF) analysis. Then, we extract modes of temporal variability and
the trend by applying the Empirical Mode Decomposition method.
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Climate change scenarios for 130 catchments in the Czech Republic have been
derived with an advanced delta change method using large number of CMIP5
simulations. This method transforms the observed series of precipitation and
temperature in order to result in the same changes in mean and variability
throughout the year as in the climate model simulation. Hydrological model
Bilan was used to simulate runoff, base flow and other components of hydrological balance for the control (1960-1995) and two scenario periods (2021-2050 and
2071-2100). Changes between the periods were assessed for various indices describing annual and seasonal average hydrological conditions as well as drought.
An extreme value model was used to characterize the distribution of deficit runoff
volumes. The changes of the parameters of this model were assessed also. A
linear mixed-effects model was used to discriminate the sources of uncertainty
in the projected hydrological changes, i.e. the uncertainty related to emission
scenario, climate model and natural variability. The results of this uncertainty
analysis are presented and the differences with respect to the catchment characteristics are discussed.
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Although some national-wide studies on trends in series of hydrological drought
characteristics were conducted in Czechia, each of them utilized either the trend
tests that do not account for the persistence at all or the modifications considering short-term persistence only. In fact, similarly as in the case of short-term
persistence, also long-term persistence, often manifested through scaling, may
adversely influence the results brought by trend tests. Presence of both shortterm persistence and long-term persistence means that the independence among
data, which is required prior to the application of trend test, is violated. In particular, the variance of test statistic is altered, which causes the null hypothesis
of no trend is rejected too often on one hand, or rarely on the other hand.
The series of 7-day low flows together with the series of their occurrence dates
at 144 water-gauging stations from all over Czechia during the hydrological period of 1961–2005 were tested for trends by Fiala et al. (2010). The investigation
was done separately for the whole year, defined specifically for these purposes,
and for summer and winter seasons to distinguish between droughts triggered by
evapotranspiration and droughts triggered by freezing. In addition, the authors
assessed the series comprising of deficit volumes and of numbers of days under
the threshold delineated by M-day flows Q330d and Q355d. The Mann-Kendall
test was employed and the abovementioned problem was figured out via the
Bayley-Hammersley-Matalas-Langbein-Lettenmayer equivalent sample size approach, which solely accounts for short-term persistence. However, as stated in
Khaliq et al. (2008), long-term persistence may be present in series of hydrological drought characteristics. The aim of current study was therefore to discover
whether long-term persistence could have an influence on findings in Fiala et al.
(2010).
Scaling behaviour can be summarized by means of dimensionless Hurst exponent ranging from 0 to 1. Values of this exponent falling into the interval
between 0.5 and 1 indicate persistence. Here, due to short lengths of the series,
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the Hurst exponent was estimated as the fractional differencing parameter in
FARMA model, to which the value of 0.5 was added. To better understand
what kind of stochastic process generates the series, so-called unit root tests
such as the Phillips-Perron test and the Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin test
were jointly applied. Persistence is distinct at more than half of the stations,
no matter whether annual or seasonal series are studied. However, the share
of stations with persistence rapidly decreases in winter period. An exception
applies to the series of dates of occurrence, in which almost no persistence can
be recognized. The numbers of series likely generated by a long memory process
are as follows: 38 (annual and summer 7-day low flows), 17 (winter 7-day low
flows), 32 (both kinds of deficit volumes), 35 (numbers of days with discharge
under Q330d), 25 (numbers of days with discharge under Q355d), 31 (dates of
annual 7-day low flow occurrence) and 17 (dates of summer and winter 7-day low
flow occurrence). These series seem to be clustering in southwest and northeast
Czechia.
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Since the beginning of the 21st century, frequent extreme precipitation events
occur under background of the global climate change. It reflected the characteristics of climate change that drought/flood is one of the most serious disaster
impact on human beings in the number of extreme weather events. Precipitation is one of the most important climatic factors that can occur the drought
and flood. However, extreme precipitation events frequently taken place in Yunnan Province in recent years. At the same time, few studies have been done in
the field of extreme precipitation assessment in this area. So this study focuses
on the characteristics of extreme precipitation in Yunnan Province. Changes
in extreme precipitation for Yunnan Province, southwestern China, have been
analyzed using data from 28 precipitation stations with daily time series during
the period 1958-2013. In order to detect possible trends, change points, periods and spatial distributions of the time series analysis were performed with
Mann-Kendal trend test, moving t test, Mann-Kendall abrupt change analysis,
Pettit test and inverse distance weighting. Results indicated that annual total
wet-day precipitation(PRCPTOT) presented a downward tendency at the rate
of -11.8mm / 10a, consecutive wet days(CWD), number of heavy precipitation
days (R10 and R20) also represented a decreasing trend, while the contribution
of extreme precipitation to total precipitation presented a significant upward
trend. Consecutive dry days (CDD), R10, R20 and PRCPTOT, CWD, which
can reflect the characteristics of average precipitation, were not detected change
points. CWD, very wet days (R95p), extreme wet days (R99p), simple daily
intensity index (SDII) were found separately change points in 2002, 1993, 1980
and 1994. These indices reflect the changes of extreme precipitation features sensitively and efficiently. All extreme precipitation indices had similar oscillation
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cycles except the CDD, R99p and SDII, which had three mainly characteristic
timescales in common at 28a, 22a and 13a, the corresponding cycle respectively is
18 year, 14 year, 8 years. According the meteorological geography distributions,
the precipitation ranks from high to low in Yunnan province was southwest,
southeast, northwest, central, northeast. In spatially, besides CDD, CWD, SDII,
and PRCPTOT, the other indices change trends were consistent with overall.
The maximum precipitation was not in central region, however extreme droughts
and extreme precipitation risk in this region were higher than other regions. At
the same time, other areas spatial distribution characteristics of extreme precipitation is comparatively unanimous to average annual precipitation. Overall,
occurrences of extreme precipitation occurred more frequently, meanwhile, extreme precipitation was more concentration since 2002. More research should
focus encounter the extreme precipitation in Yunnan province.
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Due to climate change and inequality of water availability the severity and frequency of drought is increasing, resulting social and economic damage in many
countries. Drought is a reoccurring and region-wide phenomenon with spatial
and temporal characteristics that vary significantly from one region to another.
Unlike other natural disasters, drought is hard to detect because it creeps slowly
and affect significant area. Drought is also intimidating because it already results in serious damage before it is detected. With the progress of technology
many countries are recently trying to utilize satellite data to obtain reliable spatial and temporal information of drought. The Korean government is beginning
to understand the usefulness and availability of satellite data for constructing
a national drought mitigation plan. This paper presents the conceptual framework for satellite data based drought outlook in Korea which is currently under
development. The framework contains various modules to be incorporated in
the comprehensive system for nation-wide hydro-meteorological monitoring and
requires active research works including (1) development of hydrological drought
indices based on satellite data, in which the availability of variable satellite observations from MODIS, NOAA, AVHRR, etc, is investigated, (2) development of
hydrological drought monitoring system using the satellite data driven drought
indices, in which multi-satellite data are available in conjunction with broad
surface hydrological observations, (3) development of hydrological drought prediction model based on statistical models, in which various statistical models
such as artificial neural networks, hidden markov model, etc, are investigated
to verify their prediction performances, (4) development of hydrological drought
outlook system incorporating drought monitoring system and drought prediction model, in which the hydrological drought index is estimated in long-term
(month, season) ahead. This study also introduces the technical road-map to be
performed in nest five years.
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In the southeastern Mediterranean region, the annual precipitation is low and
the strong interannual climate variability recurrently triggers drought conditions.
The impacts of these droughts are not only evident through sinking lake levels
and decreased river runoff, severe impacts also affect the agricultural sector. To
quantify the magnitude of these droughts, a drought index can be used. In
this study, the performance of the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) and
the Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) was assessed.
These indices can be applied on different time-scales (for example 1, 3, and 6
months) in order to address different kinds of drought. The focus of this study
was on agricultural (soil moisture) drought in the wider Jordan River region, located in the south-eastern Mediterranean. Precipitation and temperature data
were spatially interpolated and used as input for the SPI and SPEI which were
applied on multiple time-scales. Correlation analyses were thereafter conducted
between the drought indices and the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) received from remote sensing. With these analyses, positive relations
revealed that the drought indices were able to reproduce variations in vegetation
growth. Hence, it was shown that the indices are suitable for monitoring agricultural drought. By using this approach, the most appropriate time-scale for the
drought indices could also be identified. In a following analysis, the indices were
applied on data obtained from the combination of several Global- and Regional
Climate Models. By doing that, projected future drought conditions could be
compared to the current conditions. The results of this study showed that the
percentage of time with moderate, severe and extreme drought conditions is
projected to strongly increase. Furthermore, a large difference could be seen
between the SPI and SPEI when characterizing future droughts. In a final step,
the irrigation water demand was simulated by applying a hydrological model on
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a spatial scale of 1 km. The model results showed large increases of the irrigation
water demand. Hence, the results indicate that the drought vulnerability of the
agricultural sector is expected to be intensified in the future.
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Drought risk analyses require information on drought hazard together with information about potential loss or damage. The magnitude of the latter is closely
linked to the specific impacts a drought has on different sectors and to the vulnerability to drought of the assessed system. Drought impact reports gathered
in the European Drought Impacts Inventory (EDII) can serve as a proxy identifier for past vulnerability of specific sectors (impact categories) to a specific
drought hazard. Based on EDII impact data for selected sectors (e.g. agriculture, energy and industry, water supply, water quality) the likelihood of impact
occurrence was modeled statistically for certain drought types that are typical
for different European regions. These typical droughts were defined in terms of
the standardized precipitation index (SPI) and estimates of drought risk in terms
of impact likelihood were made and mapped. Depending on the considered sector, longer drought durations of SPI were considered for southern Europe than
for central and northern Europe. To cope with the multifaceted characteristic
of the European continent, the study tests different spatial scales, starting with
European macro-climate regions down to smaller scale geographical and political
units. This work compares the risk estimated based on past drought impacts
with results from a factor-based assessment of vulnerability to drought. Possible
discrepancies between the two serve as a starting point to refine the factor-based
assessment and also to drive further refinement of the collection of past impact
data. It will thus explore how the two approaches can complement each other
to inform drought risk understanding and management across different regions
in Europe.
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Global climate change is often associated with changes in distribution of precipitation within season and changes in temperature regime which brings to Central
Europe new phenomena, like more frequent floods and drying up of watercourses.
The drying up the small brooks and rivers (up to the 4th Strahler’s order) and
retrospective indication of dry episode are main topics of the project "Drying up
of streams during climate change" (acronym BIODROUGHT).
Basically, there are several methods how to reveal the dry episode in stream
history. Conventional methods use different types of measuring devices, like
water level loggers and for special purposes we can use also time-lapse cameras.
Other way how to indicate dry episode is to use hydrological model based on
climatic and geographical data. The idea of retrospective biological indication
is a novel approach to reveal abruption of surface flow in streams using the
analysis of taxonomic and functional composition of benthic macroinvertebrate
assemblages. This method involves metrics able to quantify the frequency and
extent of drying up of streams ranging from permanent to intermittent ones.
This contribution compares these different methods for indication of dry
episode in small watercourses. The dataset used for the comparison consisted
of data from (i) a former state monitoring of small watercourses in 1996–2010
and (ii) an ongoing research within the BIODROUGHT project (2012–2013).The
preliminary results indicate the possibility of distinguishing intermittent and permanent streams on the basis of presence or absence of specific macroinvertebrate
taxa (bioindicators). In this study within macroinvertebrate community we focused on three sensitive taxonomical groups: mayflies, stoneflies and caddisflies
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(so called EPT taxa). Drought sensitive species are missing in the intermittent
streams and therefore they could be considered as permanency indicators. On
the other hand, there are some taxa able to successfully survive the dry episode
and these ones occur regularly in intermittent streams. Also representation of
specific species traits and indices calculated exclusively from EPT assemblages
can be successfully used for good distinguishing between drought impacted and
permanent sites.
This study was supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech Republic
(No. TA02020395) and Project No. MUNI/A/0888/2013.
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The field capacity and permanent wilting point are crucial parameters in hydrological modelling. The main aim of the this research was to determine pedotransfer functions for estimation of basic hydraulic properties in Madendere
Watershed located at Marmara region in Turkey. The study area covers about
5.5 km2 and its sea level altitute is 415 m. Average annual precipitation and
temperature of the study area are 730.4 mm and 11.3 ◦ C, respectively. Primary
land uses of the study area are forest, cultivated land, pasture, orchard and settlement. Soils of the watershed were classified as entisol, inceptisol, alfisol and
ultisol according to Keys to Soil Taxonomy. Two approaches were applied, the
non-linear regression and k-nearest neighbor methods in order to estimate and
evaluate the hydraulic parameters . The non-linear regression performed with
satisfactory results, but the k-nearest neighbor approach performed much better. With this approach, the regression coefficients for the field capacity and the
wilting point were 0.943 and 0.941, respectively. RMSD for the field capacity is
1.9% vol. and for the wilting point is 2.4% vol.
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The paper deals with a trend analysis that was done in the project “Review of
Groundwater Resources in the Czech Republic”. The purpose of the analysis was
to find out if there is any significant trend in precipitation and temperature and
if so, when the trend probably appeared. Precipitation and temperature from
the period 1960 – 2010 were interpolated for every of the 53 hydrogeological
regions. To overcome seasonality the variables were aggregated into annual time
step.
For the trend analysis the standard linear model in R environment was used.
The disadvantage of using such a model for this purpose is that the residuals have
to have normal distribution. That was visually tested by “Normal Q-Q plot”
and all time series passed sufficiently. A method of maximum-type statistic was
used to detect a probable year of trend appearance. The method is described for
instance in Jarušková (1998) or Antoch et al. (2002). To decide if a calculated
point of trend appearance is significant or not one has to determine a critical
value of the maximum-type statistic distribution. If there is small number of
observations the best method how to do that is to use bootstrap method. Some
bootstrap methods and their robustness are described e.g. in Wilcox (2010).
A testing of how many samples is needed in order to meet a balance between
accuracy and computational effectiveness was made as well. The distribution
function of maximum type statistic was obtained from 20,000 randomly chosen
samples with length of 50. The critical value at significance level 0.05 was
calculated from the distribution function. The critical value was consequently
adjusted according to methodology in Jarušková (1996) because of an impact of
lag (1) autocorrelation.
As a result it was found out that in precipitation there was not any significant
trend. On the other hand in case of temperature the significant trend appeared
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in 1963 in 25 cases, 1970 just one case, 1980 in 19 cases and in 1985 in 8 cases.
The slope of the trend line was 0.03 ◦ C/year in 22 cases, 0.04 ◦ C/year in 19 cases
and 0.05 ◦ C/year in 12 cases. Overall, it can be sad, that statistically significant
trend of temperature appeared on all 53 hydrological regions between years 1963
and 1985 and the slope was in average 0.04 ◦ C/year.
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Drought is one of the major natural hazards, which is primarily caused by deficiency in precipitation over an extended period.
While drought monitoring and mitigation is attracting growing attention, it
is difficult to objectively quantify drought characteristics like severity, magnitude
and duration in spite of many indeces being developed for this purpose within
the last decades. In many countries, the range of indeces is being used to quantify drought, often consisting a mixture of analogical indeces on various time
scales and category bounds. During recent years, Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI) has been widely accepted and adopted in many monitoring systems
to assess the deviation from normal precipitation. The system may further include percent of normal or quantile classes to evaluate drought occurrence in
stream flow or ground water observations. In recent years, the development of
Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) and Standardized
Runoff Index (SRI) can be perceived as an attempt to simplify this and use a
common basis of data processing among climatological and hydrological parts of
the hydrological cycle.
Therefore, we suggest a drought monitoring system based on SPI method of
evaluation, which is essentially a standardizing transform of the probability of
the observed precipitation, temperature, stream flow, borehole levels and spring
yields on the weekly time scale using the common clasification. The close relation
between the SRI and the threshold level approach can be shown.
Input data transformation has been recommended as well as appropriate
distribution functions for specific type of data. Also, the web map application
presenting both the input data and indeces has been designed.
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Extreme hydrological events that have taken place at the end of the 20th and
beginning of the 21st century are represented by large scale floods or flash floods
and long lasting periods of drought. For this reason, modelling of impact of
climate change on hydrological regime is very actual. Impacts of droughts can
be partially attenuated, however it is necessary to better understand its process.
There are still lots of obstacles in drought research. Since there is no single
definition of drought, there is currently no possibility to determine a single indicator or method of drought evaluation. Methods for drought evaluation are
always based on the used definitions and conditions in the locality.
This study deals with the modelling of the hydrological balance, weather
generators, quantification and analysis of drought for current and future periods.
The aim of this study is to determine the relevant meteorological index for
prediction of hydrological drought in the watershed.
The first part of the study is focused on developing of weather generators
and generating synthetic 500 years time series with 4 generators for current and
future periods (2025, 2055 and 2085). Each generator has differ computing structure. The outputs of the generators were used as inputs into three hydrological
models Bilan, GR4J and TUW-HBV. On the results of the hydrological modelling were quantified deficit volumes and various indices of meteorological and
agronomic drought. These results were used to analyse drought propagation,
which is based on correlation analysis between the meteorological indices SPI
and SPEI for 1, 3, 6 and 12 months with deficit volumes. For the evaluation was
always selected 10 of the most extreme episodes in the 500 years time series for
each scenario and generator. With this combination was created dataset of 400
events for each period and then were evaluated correlation analysis. Based on
the results were recommended for each basin meteorological indices.This study
was supported by the Technology Agency of the CR (No. TA01020508).
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The Threshold Level Method is a useful approach to quantify droughts. It enables comparability across all hydrological levels and is currently being widely
used, especially in studies on drought propagation. However, the effect that the
choice of the threshold level method has on drought characteristics and drought
propagation features, has yet been rudimentary explored. Also, most drought
propagation studies have analysed modelled data, suggesting that applicability to observations be tested. Therefore, the aim of this study was to analyse
whether, and to what extent, deviations from theory occur if different threshold
level method variations are applied. We tested the Constant and the Variable
Threshold Level Method on precipitation, streamflow, and groundwater data,
and compared drought characteristics and drought propagation patterns between
both methods. Thereby, also the effect of catchments controls was evaluated.
In most cases, drought propagation patterns confirmed the previously found
propagation order from surface water to groundwater and the pooling and prolonging of drought durations. However, we also found exceptions. While slow
reacting lowland catchments with extensive aquifers performed as expected in
most cases, results from flashy, small mountainous catchments showed variations with at times significant alterations of propagation patterns, depending on
the threshold level method applied. The occurrence of these alterations is attributed mostly to groundwater-specific catchment controls such as topographic
confinement or the relative location of a groundwater gauge within the rechargedischarge spectrum of an aquifer. In conclusion, the results suggest that in some
hydrological systems, drought propagation patterns can depend strongly on the
type of threshold method and the applied threshold level. To enable suitable
choices, further studies should be conducted to determine and quantify these
effects for a wider range of hydrological settings.
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Drought can have a substantial impact on the forest and agricultural ecosystems
of an affected region. Drought is recognized as a disaster in Belgium from return periods of 20 years onwards. A more than 50 % of the land is occupied
by managed ecosystem (agriculture, forestry) in Belgium. Hence, for adequate
risk management hazard maps for drought events with a 20 year return period
are needed. The spatio-temporal characteristics of atmospheric drought are explored using precipitation deficit maxima during the summer period (1 April-30
September). Precipitation deficit is defined as a balance between precipitation
and evapotranspiration calculated for free water surface, short grass, deciduous
forest and coniferous forest.
Extreme Value Theory (EVT) [1,2] as a branch of probability and statistics,
is dedicated to characterize the behaviour of extreme observations. The tail
behavior of the EVT distributions provides important features about return
levels. EVT distributions are applicable in many study areas such as: hydrology,
environmental research and meteorology, insurance and finance.
The results obtained from mapping of return levels of extreme precipitation
deficit in Belgium are compared for two different spatial modeling approaches:
universal kriging and smooth GEV (generalized extreme value) using the combination of distance to the sea and mean summer rainfall as covariate. The
behavior of the fitted spatial GEV-distribution is heavy-tailed with a constant
shape parameter ξ 0.3 over Belgium. A comparison between both models confirms the reliability of the smooth GEV model and shows a high similarity with
both rainfall and evapotranspiration isoline maps.
References:
[1] Coles, S. (2001), "An introduction to Statistical Modelling of Extreme Values".
Springer-Verlag Heidelberg, Germany.
[2] Berlant, J., Geogebeur, Y., Serger, J., Teugels, J. (2004). "Statistics of Extremes". John Wiley and Sons, Ltd.
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The range of drought impacts affecting the environment, society and economy is
wide. This study presents an assessment of the diversity of drought impacts of
past drought events across European geoclimatic regions based on data from the
new European Drought Impact report Inventory (EDII). This database, which
already contains over 2000 entries, was developed within the EU FP7 project
DROUGHT-R&SPI. Collected impact reports are classified into 15 impact categories, including different sectors, and sub-types, and referenced in time and
space to allow mapping and statistical analysis. The selection of past drought
events studied in detail is based on the complementary European Drought Reference (EDR) database, which consolidates detailed information about historical large-scale drought events in Europe using climatological and hydrological
drought indicators (http://www.geo.uio.no/edc/droughtdb/). In terms of a wide
range of impacts reported for many regions, particularly the extensive droughts
of 1947,1976, 2003, and most recently 2011-12 are outstanding. The primary impacts, appear to reflect timing and area of the climatic water deficits, e.g. with
impacts reported on agriculture, energy and health in 2003, which peaked in a
hot summer period, versus reports on water resources impacts in long-duration
droughts. The visualization of the current EDII dataset suggests further differences and commonalities in impacts between regions and events, which may be
relevant for drought. Though currently somewhat biased by increasing report
availability for more recent years and geographically by a wealth of reports from
specific countries, the database is a promising source to assess regional and temporal differences in drought impacts across Europe and will continue to improve
as the number and coverage of drought impacts increases with the publically
available EDII website.
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Droughts are often related with low flow and arid regions. This study investigates hydrological droughts in cold climates during high flow season. Due to
the high amounts of water considered with peak flows, a relative small deviation from normal can still cause a substantial drought deficit in water supply
to downstream power plants and reservoirs. Data from 15 catchments in Austria and 4 catchments in Norway has been analysed to identify the variables
that contribute to snowmelt droughts and glaciermelt droughts. In snow influenced regions with mild winters, temperature and precipitation during winter
are important for the development of snowmelt droughts in following spring.
In cold climates, such as Norway, snowmelt droughts occur sporadically. In
glaciated catchments summer temperatures and winter precipitation are related
to glaciermelt droughts in summer. In catchments with large glacier cover, summer temperature seems more important than winter precipitation. Overall, we
cannot pinpoint one variable that determines the investigated droughts. The
complexity of hydrological systems due to storage in snow and ice in different
climate and geographic setting, makes it difficult to produce a general applicable
rule that explains droughts in cold climates.
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The sequences of low flows extracted by the POT method for the given threshold level are investigated. Each of the sequence events is described by three
indices: deficit - D, duration - T and the lowest outflow - M. For estimating the
distribution of the triple (D,T,-M) the trivariate Gumbel - Hougaard copula is
selected. It is assumed that the marginal distributions are the one dimensional
GEV ones.
Estimation of copula distribution is carried out in two steps:
- Unknown parameters of each of marginal distributions are estimated by maximum likelihood method;
- Parameter v of the generating function of copula is also estimated by maximum
likelihood method.
To examine the goodness-of-fit of the estimated GEV distributions as well as
copula with the observed indices the chi2 test is applied.
To describe of the low flow prediction the conditional distributions are investigated. The condition is set on the level of the low flow lowest outflow. As an
outcomes it is obtained: - the expected values of conditional low flow durations
(low flow deficit);
- the confidence intervals for above conditional expected values;
- the most probable intervals of low flow durations or deficits (on given confidence
level).
Some results verified on independent data are calculated for the two Polish
gages: Międzylesie - Nysa Kłodzka River (hilly region) and Zbytowa - Widawa
River (Polish lowland).
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The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) is one of the most widely used indicators to characterize droughts. Its main advantage is that through the standardization of the SPI, different locations with different climatic characteristics
can be directly compared. Hence, the SPI is also suited foroperational drought
monitoring. The European Drought Observatory for instance uses the SPI as
the main climatological drought indicatorin a larger set of drought indicatorsto
monitor drought.
However, the original definition of accumulation periods in the SPI is based
on monthly precipitation depths and allows the calculation of only one SPI
value per month. This limits the use of the indicator for operational drought
monitoring at a high temporal resolution. Since the original development of the
SPI, large-scale and long-term daily precipitation data have become increasingly
available. However, the concept of a rainfall accumulation period also allows the
calculation of the SPI on a daily basis. A daily calculation of the SPI indicator
was implemented in the framework of the Flemish pilot of the Interreg IVb
project benefit of governance for DROughtadaPtation (DROP) project. This
more flexible definition of the accumulation period improves its usefulness as
an operational drought indicator. Furthermore, it increases the potential of the
SPI to better represent specific domains of interest such as soil moisture or plant
water stress through the calibration of the accumulation period to the domain
of interest.
While the implementation of a daily updated SPI showed considerable potential for drought monitoring and as an indicator for the triggering of drought
mitigation action, it also highlights some shortcomings of the indicator that have
received relatively little attention in the literature so far. In this respect, the
effects of the choice of reference distribution, length of reference period, stationarity of the reference period data, length of the accumulation period, and
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equal weighting of precipitation in the accumulation period are discussed and
illustrated with operational examples.
In addition to daily observations, rainfall predictions from the Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) of the European Center for Medium range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) forecast modelwere used to forecast SPI values up to 10 days,
increasing its usefulness for drought management.
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Droughts have different impacts on several parts of the water system such as
precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil moisture, runoff and baseflow. Also spatial extent, reaction and recovery times from drought differ for different parts of
the water system. For the development of an effective drought management, it
is important to deal with the complexity of spatial and temporal variation. As
no single indicator can represent this complexity, a drought monitoring toolbox
should include multiple indicators. While efforts have been made to combine
all this information in a comprehensive way (e.g. the U.S. Drought Monitor or
the European Drought Observatory), a truly comprehensive and detailed representation and interpretation of the (near) real-time drought situation is still
rare. Furthermore, a comprehensive approach to drought monitoring and management should also incorporate the effective communication of this complex
information to different stakeholders with different needs for information.
In Flanders, the recently launched web portal www.waterinfo.be aims to give
a comprehensive representation of the current and forecasted state of the water system, with a focus on hydrological extremes. Therefore, information on
four main categories (floods, tides, rainfall and drought) are integrated in one
web portal. This helps the development of an integrated approach to hydrological extremes, which is especially helpful in temperate regions such as Flanders
where droughts are often perceived to have a smaller impact than e.g. flooding.
The content and structure of the web portal is adapted to the current situation
(context-driven), and the specific information needs of the end users (e.g. citizens, water managers, decision makers or public safety institutions such as fire
departments).
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To monitor and represent the drought situation, a number of indicators representing the state of the water system with respect to drought such as the
Standardized Precipitation Index, Precipitation Deficit, Standardized Streamflow Index, and streamflow percentile exceedance are reported daily on the web
portal. Where possible, the spatial and temporal variability of these indicators
are reported and forecasted. Furtermore, provisions for the effective communication of this information, from detailed reports to short operator interpretations
and Twitter messages, are integrated in the portal.
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Droughts are complex phenomena with impacts on different levels of the water
system. Based in the impact of droughts, the effects can be subdivided in meteorological droughts (relating to precipitation), agronomical droughts (relating
to plant and crop growth) and hydrological droughts (relating to streamflow).
For each of these, different indicators and methods for the assessment of the
impact of a drought have been developed. However, it remains difficult to assess
the interactions between meteorological, agricultural and hydrological droughts
and the specific impacts of these droughts such as plant drought stress, yield
deprivation, and lack of soil moisture or streamflow in smaller streams. In the
framework of the Flemish pilot of the InterregIVb project benefit of governance
for DROughtadaPtation (DROP) project, SWAT models were constructed for
two agricultural areas in Flanders: part of the catchment of the Velpe river (94
km2 ), and part of the catchment of the Dommel river (113 km2 ). These models
are used to gain insight in the relation between drought indicators and drought
impacts, and explore the factors that control these relations such as land use,
soil type and crop type. Together, these two catchments representthe soil types
dry, moist and wet sand, dry, moist and wet sandy loam, dry, moist and wet
loam, moist loam, moist heavy clay, anthropogenic soil, and peat. Modelled crop
types include winter wheat, sugar beet, potato, temporary pasture, permanent
pasture, maize, orchards, mixed forest, and natural vegetation (other than forest). Both models were calibrated using the SWAT-CUP software. In a first
stage, the models were calibrated for streamflow discharge and in a second stage
for crop yield obtained from the Belgian National Insitute for Statistics (NIS).
Running the models for observed historical precipitation data at the different
locations shows the impact of droughts on crop yields, with modelled yield deprivations for the driest year in the records (1976) up to half that of the average
yield, depending on the soil and crop type. Using these models, also the impact
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of a drought occurring at different times of the growing season, with different
lengths and different intensities can be modelled. Such approach also has a large
potential for the assessment of the likely impact of climate change scenarios on
the water system in Flanders, and the development of drought adaptation and
mitigation measures.
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The Region of Tarapacá, is located in the extreme north of Chile, near at the
Atacama desert, with a extension of 42.225,8 km2 . The region has a strong
topographic contrast: a coastline about 0 m a.s.l to a long chain of mountains
(Cordillera of Andes) about 5.000 m a.s.l. Also, the topography has a strong
influence in the regional hydrological behavior, as long chain of mountains influence in the precipitation originating the superficial flow in high altitudes for
descend in form of streams (strongs in the summer and low the rest of year)
to recharge the main aquifers in the region. Therefore, the geographical, geomorphological and geological characteristics and its arid conditions lend the
region unique hydrological and hydrogeological features that generate evaporite
environments (salt flats) and deep aquifers with allochthonous recharge, so the
groundwater represents the only permanent water resource.
The recent population growth and economic development for ten years ago,
has generated strong pressure on water resources due the increasing demand. In
fact, northern Chile has a higher water demand than supply, boosting scenarios
of competition and conflict over water uses. By this reason, is very important
study the future of available water resources associated with the population
growth and economic development, but principally, with the current climatic
variability defined by IPCC in AR5.
Define the variability, even the description the behavior of the main components of hydrological cycle (i.e. precipitation), is difficult with a poor data
source from meteorological data from stations distributed along the region. So,
this study proposed the use of two data source to study the characterization
of the precipitation as important component of the regional hydrological cycle: The Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) from National Center for
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Environmental Prediction (NCEP) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA); and the Monthly Climatic Observations CRU TS3.10
Dataset from Climatic Research Unit of the University of East Anglia, UK.
CFSR dataset has a great number of variables, with a good temporal (hourly,
dayly, monthly) and spatial (from 2,5◦ to 0,3◦ ) resolution, originate from climatological model and observations from 1976 to present. CRU TS3.10 has a
reduced number of variables, with a monthly resolution and 0,5◦ of spatial resolution, originate from interpolation process of stations from Monthly Climatic
Data for the World (MCDW) project, CLIMAT and the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology with data from 1901 to present.
For the study, just be define the use of data from CFSR with monthly resolution and 0,5◦ of spatial resolution, to compare with CRU TS3.10 data applying
Climate Data Operators (CDO) and the tools of GrADS software. For the two
data sources, the information about the precipitation always be generated in
surface level.
The result of the comparison were evaluated with four dataset from regional
meteorological stations. The comparison between these two data source, shows
that the reanalysis data is more frgaile than the interpolation data, but is possible, according with Harris et al,2013, in this region there is a major deviations
due to sparser observational data.
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This contribution deals with the question of the quantification of the socioeconomic effects of drought events. Its objective is to evaluate the impacts of
drought on the most relevant and vulnerable economic sectors (like agriculture
and energy) in monetary terms, in four case study areas (Portugal, Po basin in
Italy, Jucar basin in Spain, Syros Island in Greece). Its theoretical and methodological background is based on the consumer surplus theory, where apparently
prices and production are assumed to be the key economic variables.
The first part is dedicated to the presentation of the theoretical and methodological approach. The second part is devoted to the characterization of the case
study areas (and the related drought events that they have suffered), and to the
illustration of the most relevant impacts occurred in each area. The fourth section, the most important one, presents and discusses the results of the analyses
about the economic impacts.
One of the most remarkable outcomes of such analyses is the fact that the
economic effects of the drought events are socially differentiated: consumers and
producers, for example, were affected differently by the drought events. The
first group can even earn from the drought, because of the price effect caused
by the scarcity of the goods produced; the second group always loses, because
both of the quantity effect and of the price effect. Different impacts were also
estimated among producers, in particular when they are distinguished making
reference to the kind of products (crop, for agriculture), and to the geographical
area. Policy implications of such results are finally discussed and presented. The
contents of this contribution derives from the work which has been done for the
VII Framework Programme project DROUGHT-R&SPI “Fostering European
Drought Research and Science-Policy Interfacing“.
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Irrigated agriculture is the main user of freshwater resources (30% in Central
Europe, 60% in the South). Efficient water management is therefore of essential importance, especially where water scarcity and water quality are becoming
severe challenges. To achieve a successful and effective use of resources, farmers and water managers require easy-to-use decision support tools and reliable
information.
In this poster, we present the results of the EO4Water-2 project: an application in Lower Austria of remote sensing technologies to support farmers (at field
scale) and decision makers (at catchment scale). The project aims at combining
optical high resolution satellite data, in-situ agro-meteorological measurements
and a soil water balance model to support irrigation management. It extends the
approaches developed in the first project by addressing irrigation management
under water stress conditions. To enhance the utilization of the limited water
resources, our tools take into account the actual crop development and the soil
water conditions to provide timely and personalised information that supports
farmers in the irrigation process.
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Demands for low-flow information exceed the scope of standard characteristics
provided by Polish National Hydrological Service in the form of the minimum
and the mean minimum stage and discharge. To meet these demands, two complementary methods for estimating low-flow frequency characteristics are proposed. Both methods deal with duration and flow. The first one “flow-durationfrequency” (known as QdF) has already been applied successfully to low-flow
analysis, flood flows and rainfall intensity. The second one called “durationflow-frequency” (DqF) was proposed by Strupczewski et al. to flood frequency
analysis and extended to the non-stationary case. The two methods differ in the
treatment of flow and duration. In the first method the duration (d-consecutive
days) is a chosen fixed value and the frequency analysis concerns the annual or
seasonal series of minimum flow non-exceeded within d-day period. In the second
method, the flow is a fixed threshold and the duration of flows non-exceeding
this threshold is a subject of frequency analysis. The statistical properties of the
two methods are presented with the focus on their advantages and constrains in
practical applications: to evaluation of waste dilution potential, for engineering
design purposes and in the management of water-quality and water-supply problems. The description of present low-flow regime at selected gauged sites and
the application of two methods for assessment of potential alteration of drought
regime induced by future climate are shown.
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The aim of this study was to derive pooling groups for undirect estimation
of design low flows on ungauged catchments in Slovakia. For the deriving of
pooling groups the Self-organizing maps (SOM) were used. This methodology
was compared with results of non-hierarchic K-means clustering method. For
the analysis 217 small and mid-sized catchments from the whole territory of
Slovakia were selected. Ranging area was from 10 to 500 km2 with the period of
observations longer than 20 years. The pooling procedure was based on grouping
the relative frequencies of occurrence of annual minimum discharges lower then
Q95 in separate months during the year, estimated in all observation stations.
The quality of the individual clustering methods (SOM and K-means) was
tested using validity measures as the Dunn index, the Connectivity index, the
Average Silhouette plot (Euclidean, Squared Euclidean and Manhattan distance)
and the Davies-Bouldin Index.
All of these tests confirmed grouping of the catchments into two clusters.
Consequently the intersection between the SOM and the K-means clustering
methods, using the Rand coefficient was performed. The Rand coefficient was
0.991, what proved that these two clustering methods were similar, and they
differ only in pooling of two catchments.
The statement of some recently published studies that the SOM is very similar to the K-means clustering method was also confirmed in our study. Finally
we can state that Self-organizing maps are a suitable tool for pooling of low flows
in Slovakia.
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Droughts occur when precipitation and storage in surface-water bodies, soil and
the ground fall below statistical average. Surface water storage reacts very
quickly to precipitation events and is prone to short-term droughts. Soil moisture and groundwater storage react slowly and are affected by persistent deficits
in precipitation. The development of groundwater droughts lags behind those in
precipitation and surface water. Long-term measurements of precipitation are
globally available at reasonable resolutions while soil moisture measurements are
only available for a few regions for the top few centimeters of the soil and the
involved costs are prohibitive. Groundwater measurements are also scarce and
obtaining reliable, long-term head observations is a challenge, mainly due to
infrastructural costs and anthropogenic influences. Therefore, the Standardized
Precipitation Index (SPI) is easy and inexpensive to estimate, thus the appealing
index of choice for drought studies. We show here that in contrast, the SPI is by
itself inadequate for groundwater drought studies. We present a Standardized
Groundwater Index (SGI), which is computed in a similar way as the SPI but
using groundwater head observations from two geologically very different areas
in Germany and The Netherlands. We further show the pitfalls of using the
SPI as a groundwater drought index. The spatial variation in catchment characteristics, like soil, elevation and aquifer properties results in spatial variation
in groundwater drought that is not captured by SPI.
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